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Handheld Scanner Makes Reading
Bar Godes Easy and lnexpensive
This lightweight wand contains the light soLrrce, reflected-
light sensor, and digital signal shaping circuitry needed for
scanning bar-code patterns reliably.

by John J. Uebbing, Donald L. Lubin, and Edward G. Weaver, Jr.

AR CODES ARE A RAPIDLY GROWING method of
manual data entry that can be used as an effectrve
alternative to keyboards. A bar code is a self-contained

message with information encoded in the physical widths

of bars and spaces in a printed pattern. Hewlett-Packard's

new HEDS-3000 Digital Bar Code Wand (Fig. 1) is a rel iable

interface between these printed bar codes and a digital

decoding system. When the handheld wand is used to scan

the bar code, i t  converts the l ight ref lected from the printed

bars and spaces into TTL or CMOS-compatible logic levels.

The result ing digital signal is avai lable for input to a digital
decoding system.

The wand contains a precision optical sensor, an analog
ampli f ier, a digit izing circuit  and an output driver. The
integration ofthe emitter, detector, and optics ofthe optical
sensor into a single package makes the scanner rugged and
rel iable. The output of the sensor is proport ional to the

Fig. 1. fhe HEDS-3000 Digital Bar Code Wand contains all ol
the components necessary to convert a printed bar'code pat-
tern into a digital signal for use in data processlng.

ref lectance of a 0.2-mm (0.008 in) diameter spot in front of
the opening in the wand t ip. The sensor signal is ampli f ied
and converted into a logic-level output by a circuit  con-
tained in the wand body. This output is a logic high (1) level
when the sensor is looking at a black bar and a logic low (0)

level when i t  is looking at a ref lect ing white space. The

output of the wand is connected to the user's digital proces-

sor, which typical ly measures the t ime intervals corre-
sponding to the widths of these bars and spaces as the wand
is scanned over the bar code, The user's decoding algori thm
can then decode these t ime intervals into binary, numeric,

or alphanumeric information depending on the bar-code
format. Parity and check-sum information can be used to
verify that the read operation was error-free before the in-
formation is entered into the computer.

The optical sensor has a spot-size resolut ion that al lows
bar-code widths as small  as 0.3 mm [0.012 in) to be read
rel iably. This resolut ion is ideal for dot-matrix printed bar

codes. In addit ion, the 700-nm wavelength of the sensor
l ight source enables sensing of many colored bar codes,
although the HEDS-3000 is primari ly intended for black-

and-white patterns.
The circuit  in the HEDS-3000 bar-code scanner uses a

push-to-read switch to save power in battery-operated sys-
tems. Another battery-oriented feature is the wide range of

operating voltage. The wand circuit  is designed to use a

s ing le  power  supp ly  w i th in  the  range o f  3 .6  to  5 .75  vo l ts .  A t
maximum voltage the wand wil l  draw less than 50 mA
when the switch is depressed. The circuit 's open-col lector
transistor output al lows the wand to interface with either
TTL or CMOS circuits.

The HEDS-3000 is packaged in a rugged ABS-plastic
case. A strain-rel ieved one-metre cord on the wand is ter-
minated in a nine-pin D-style subminiature connector with
an integral squeeze-to-release retention mechanism. The
low-fr ict ion t ip unscrews for cleaning the sensor window or
for replacement in the event of excessive wear.

A key specif icat ion of the HEDS-3000 is the accuracy
with which the wand can measure the bar and space widths
of bar-code patterns. This width-error specif icat ion is com-
patible with the specif icat ions of bar-code printers to al low

the system designer to evaluate the trade-offs in the design
of a bar-code system. The wand can typical ly measure the
width of the f irst bar in a code pattern within 0.1 mm

{0.00a in) and the interior data bars and spaces with an

accuracy of o.os mm (0,002 inJ. The wand is designed to
read bar codes in al l  handheld orientat ions within a cone of

#
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30o from the normal to the bar-code pattern. The wand wil l
also operate over hand-scanned speeds ranging from 76 to
760 mm/s (3 to 30 in/s) and over an operating temperature
range o f  0  to  55 'C (32  to  130 'F) .

Reflectance Sensor
The high-resolution reflectance sensor that is an integral

part of the HEDS-3000 Bar Code Digital Wand is also avai l-
able as a separate component (HEDS-1000) for use in other
sensing applications. These include pattern recognit ion,
object sizing, optical l imit switching, tachometry, defect
detection, dimensional monitoring, I ine location, paper-
edge sensing and bar-code scanning.

To be useful in a low-cost, portable bar-code scanner the
reflected-l ight sensor must be able to detect 0.2S-mm (0.01-
in) wide bars and spaces with high sensit ivi ty, have low
power consumption, exhibit good reliability, and have low
manufacturing cost. The design of the HEDS-1000 meets al l
of these requirements.

Several optical configurations were considered for the
reflectance sensor arrangement, including half-si lvered
mirrors, coaxial source and detector arrangements, and
separate packages for the source and the detector. The
bifurcated side-by-side approach (Fig. 2) was selected be-
cause it provides a compact structure that fits into the tip of
a wand and allows both the source and detector to be
mounted on the same substrate. One of the possible draw-
backs ofthis configuration is that stray light reflected from
the split lens system can generate a photocurrent when
there is no object to be sensed. This is judged not significant
because of the low level of the stray light relative to the
signal and because the signal condit ioning circuit  can
compensate for the presence of stray light.

To obtain high sensit ivi ty, a large aperture is needed so
that a substantial amount of light is focused on the bar-code
pattern and a large portion of the reflected light can be
collected and focused on the detector. Early experiments
determined that spherical lenses with the necessary aper-
ture exhibited spherical aberrations that were too great to
al low 0.25-mm width resolut ion. Thus, to provide a numer-

tor

Fig.3. fhe emitter and detector chips in the HEDS-1000 are
mounted on a standard TO-5 header as shown.

ical aperture of 0.4 and a sharp focus, an aspheric lens
design was used. The two plast ic lenses have hyperbol ic
surfaces and are precision molded together as a pair.

The source is a small  (0.18-mm diameter) l ight-emitt ing
diode (LED) with a wavelength of 700 nm. The wavelength
of the LED was chosen to provide the best l ight-generating
efficiency combined with the ability to sense dye-based ink
patterns with good contrast. The detector consists of a sili-
con photodiode and transistor integrated on a single chip.
The reflectance signal can be obtained directly from the
photodiode or through the integral transistor configured as
a high-gain ampli f ier.

One half of the lens system focuses the light from the LED
onto the paper. The other half focuses the reflected light
back onto the integrated photodetector chip. The area of the
photodiode is somewhat larger than the LED to compensare
for assembly tolerance and to improve the depth range over
which good sensing can occur. Lett ing the LED size deter-
mine the resolut ion in this way minimizes the LED power
consumption for a given photocurrent level.  This is impor-
tant for battery-powered operation.

A standard TO-s header used for the substrate provides a
compact method for bringing out the leads (Fig. 3). Gluing
the lens directly to the header was first evaluated, but the
moisture-fogging and temperature-cycling test results were
inferior with this arrangement. The configuration adopted
uses a tall metal can with an adhesive-bonded glass win-
dow for good moisture resistance. The molded bifurcated
plastic lens pair is bonded to the can with a soft si l icone
adhesive for good temperature cycl ing performance. Both
the LED and the detector are die-attached with a eutectic
al loy to the header using a precision col let tool that attaches
the chips with placement accuracy better than 0.05 mm.

Each HEDS-1000 Ref lec tance Sensor  i s  ind iv idua l l y
tested by an electrical test system controlled by an HP
9825.A Computer/Control ler. l  The signal levels, transistor
parameters and other data sheet values for the HEDS-1000
are guaranteed by this system.

Bar-Code Reader Circuit
The circuit  in the HEDS-3000 is designed to convert the

low-level analog signals from the photodiode in the sensor
module to a compatible logic level that can be easi ly inter-
faced to digital systems.

If  the optical sensor module can resolve widths much
narrower than the minimum bar width and there is a ereat

Maximum
Signal

Emitted
Light

Epoxy Seal

Window

Detector

TO-5
Stray Light Header

Fig.2. The HEDS-1000 Hrgh-Resotutton Reflectance Sensor
used in the HEDS-3000 is also available as a separate prod-
uct. Thts sensor contatns both an emitter and detector tn a
single package. A bifurcated lens design locuses the light
from the sensor's emitter onto the area to be sensed and
locuses the reflected light back onto the detector area rn the
senso/.
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Fig. 4. A typical bar-code pattern and corresponding
waveform resulting from a scan of the pattern.

deal of contrast between bars and spaces, i t  would appear
that only a comparator connected to the photodiode would
be needed to perform the digitizing function. Unfortu-
nately, this is not often the case and some type of circuit is
required to determine where a bar ends and a space begins.
A typical analog waveform from a bar-code scan is shown in
Fig. 4. The reason why the signal changes gradually when
going from a dark to a l ight region is that the f ini te spot size
viewed by the sensor integrates the l ight and dark areas.

There are several techniques for determining precisely
where a light-to-dark or dark-to-light transition occurs. One
approach is  to  d i f fe ren t ia te  the  s igna l ,  because the
maximum rate of change occurs at the transit ion. The dis-
advantage ofthis technique is that i t  is very sensit ive to both
elechical and optical noise and is heavi ly dependent on
scan rate. Some designs use ac coupled cl ipping circuits
that amplify the signal to the point where it looks like a
pulse train. This approach is very sensit ive to changes in
average signal value and does not digit ize accrtrately
enough for many requirements.

A potentially accurate technique is to detect the positive
and negative signal peaks and set a threshold halfway be-
tween the two peak values. This point corresponds to the
sensor viewing area being positioned half on the bar and
half on the space. This works well  i f  the signal Ievel remains
constant or the signal maxima increase or the signal minima
decrease. In a typical scan, this is not the case because the
height above the bar-code pattern (tag) and the wand angle
can vary considerably during the scan, which changes the
dc level as well  as the modulat ion ampli tude. I f  this
technique is used, a means for resetting the peak detectors

V+

$ensor
ModulE

\--J

Amplifier

I * ""' "oo" o

c

Fig. 5. When the signal maxima andlor mrnrma change as
shown, the peak detectors rnusl be reset frequently to cor-
rectly detect signal peaks.

after each transition is needed to allow for the case of de-

creasing signal maxima or increasing minima (Fig. 5). Pre-

vious solut ions of this problem have either compromised
performance by using rapidly decaying peak detectors or

have required the extensive use of digital circuitry to per-

form this function.
Another problem with peak detection, and some other

schemes as well .  is how to handle stat ic condit ions when

there are no transit ions and rel iable references as to what is

black and what is white. Arbitrary logic default states and

fixed black-to-white thresholds could be used. The problem

is that arbitrary states will not always be correct and fixed

thresholds are subject to too many error sources, such as

ambient l ight and supply voltage variat ions, sensor and

amplifier circuit drift, and manufacturing tolerances.

The design of the bar-code reader circuit  had to deal with
these processing problems while complying with a number
of other constraints. One maior constraint is size, because
the entire circuit  has to f i t  in the wand body. To accomplish

this with previous circuit  approaches requires the design of
a complex analog/digital integrated circuit .  This was the
approach init ial ly taken before a simpler signal processing
technique was found. Another constraint is the requirement
for operation over a supply voltage range of 3.6 to 5.75 volts
to be compatible with the HP-41C Calculator. Economic
constraints dictate that the solut ion use low-cost compo-
nents  and assembly  techn iques .  Th is  e l im ina tes  ap-
proaches that require trimming for proper operation.

The circuit  can be broken into three major blocks-
ampli f ier, signal processor, and digital output. Fig. 6 shows
the circuit  schematic part i t ioned into these functions. The

Fig. 6, Circuit schemattc for the
HEDS-3OOO.
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Digi ta l  Outpul

Fig.7. Operatron of the processing circuit in the HEDS-3000.
When the bar code in (a) rs scanned, peak detection converts
the resulting voltage across C7 (b) into a logic-compatible
signal (c). Note; LV:diode forward voltage drop.

amplifier increases the signal from the photodiode up to a
processable level by converting a current on the order of 100
nanoamperes to a voltage of about 1 volt. An amplifier with
a transimpedance of about 10 megohms is used to do this.

The processing circuit  uses peak detection to decode bars
and spaces. A simple posit ive and negative peak detector
uses two diodes [D3 and D4) and a capacitor (C1). A posit ive
voltage peak minus a diode drop is stored on C1. The com-
parator circuit  (A2, R2, R3) compares this value with the

output of amplifier 'A.1. When the signal drops below the
value stored on C1, the comparator changes state. As the
signal goes through its negative excursion, D4 starts con-
ducting and the negative peak voltage minus a diode drop is
stored on C1. As the signal becomes more positive than the
voltage on C1, the comparator changes state again. Diode
D3 then conducts until the positive peak voltage minus a
diode drop is stored on C1 again and the process repeats
itself .  Fig. 7 shows this operation. Notice that this circuit
does not change state when the photodiode viewing area is
located half on black and half on white. Instead it changes
state before that point, introducing a leading phase shif t
which has little adverse effect. The advantage of this ap-
proach is that the peak detector always resets itself so that it
can detect the peak of a decreasing signal maximum or an
increasing signal minimum. It does this without requiring
complex circuitry to track the signal correctly.

The comparator in the processing section provides two
functions. First,  i t  digit izes the signal by comparing the
signal level to the voltage on C1. Resistors R2 and R3 pro-
vide hysteresis for this function to insure clean transitions
in the presence of a noisy signal. The second, and much
more subtle function of A2, R2, and R3 is to keep the output
in the correct state under static conditions. As mentioned
earlier, this is a problem with most decoding approaches.
This scheme solves many of the problems associated with
static conditions in a simple manner. It requires no absolute
reference level or adjustments. The only constraint is to
define what state the wand is in after power up. The circuit
can be made to power up in either state depending on
circuit details. Once the power-up condition is reached, the
wand will correctly hack all transitions dynamically and
retain the correct state information statically.

(a ) illlll I Bar Code

Signal

Voltaqe on C1* 
(s ig;at  - rv)

Fig,8. Wand case before assem-
bly. The molded cylindrical body
contains lhe sensor and the elec-
tronics and is held together by two
rings.
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What Is a
Bar codes are messages with data encoded in the widths of

printed bars and spaces on a piece of paper. lf you consider that
standard printed characters are tlvo-dimensional, then bar codes
are one-dimensional characters that have been stretched in the
vert ical dimension. From this perspective, bar-code scanning can
be seen as the one-dimensional version of optical character rec-
ognit ion (OCR) The simplici ty of scanning and decodang one-
dimensional patterns is one main reason that barcode systems
are more prevalent than OCR systems and are expected to re-
main so for some time. An analogy for how barcode systems work
is to consider a printed bar code as a pulse-code-modulated
(PCM) signal where l inear distance on the paper is equivalent to
t ime and the white and black ref lectance levels of the bar-code

Bar Code?
pattern (tag) on the paper are equivalent to the high and low logic
levels of the electr ical signal.

The number of dif ferent possible coding schemes for bar codes
is endless. However, the majority of schemes now in use can be
classiiied as two-level codes. In a two-level code a wide bar or
space represents a ornary one ano a narrow oar or space repre-
sents a binary zero (or vice versa). Usually the first two bars of a
tag are used to define the init ial  value of a narrow width, then al l
bars and spaces read by the wand are compared to this standard
value and assigned values of either one or zero depending on
their respective widths.

Variat ions of the two-level code include versions where only
bars carry information or where groups of bars and/or spaces
(e.9., f ive bars and four spaces) represent single coded charac-
ters with internal parity checks. Bar codes can be read either
bidirect ional ly or f  rom one direct ion only. Almost al l  codes include
a checksum digit  encoded at the end of the bar code to provide
security against improperly decoded characters. Code 39"" '
(developed by Interface Mechanisms) and two-out-of-five bar
codes are examples of alphanumeric and numeric two-level char-
acter bar codes. PaperbyterM and the HP-41C bar codes are
two-level binary codes. Another common bar code is the four-
level Universal Product Code (UPC) that is used for identi fying
grocery products. In this code a numeric character is defined by
two bars and two spaces. Each bar and space is either one, two,
three, or four modules wide and the total character width is con-
strained to be seven modules wide (a module is a unit of bar-code
width). Security of the UPC code is further insured by internal
pari ty checks and a checksum digit  encoded atthe end of the tag.

To get a better idea of exactly how a bar code works let's
examine the two-out-of-five bar code more closely. Two-out-of-
i ive code is a numeric code with ten digit-characters, a start
symbol, and a stop symbol. The version described here is a

Fig. 2. ln this industrial applica-
tion each assembly is identified by
bar code and the QA defect code
is read directly by a bar code
wand from a code index, eliminat-
ing copying errors.

),)llTwo-Out-of-Five
Character for

Number 6

Gap -l

First Digit

F
0 1 0 0

":v3"#E*;ll|||||||I
Starl 0 0

Fig. 1 . lllustration of two-out-ofJive bar code. Each character
is represented by a combination of five bars that are each one
or three units wide (see Table l).

2 2 4
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Table I

Two-out-of-f  ive bar-code character decoding. (0 :  narrow bar,
1 : wide bar, M : margin, a very wide space at the beginning and
end of a tag.)

tem to void the read. Final ly, the last character should be a
software-determined checksum number to verify that the de-
coded data is the same as the encoded data. For examole. i f  the
last digit  of the sum of the data values is encoded as your
checksum digit ,  then i t  should also be the last digit  of the sum ol
the decoded data values. l f  i t  is not, then the read is inval id.

The main applications for bar codes are as alternatives to
keyboards. Bar codes al low fast and accurate hand entry of small
amounts of data by minimally trained operators. The commercial
market for bar codes is currently divided into three major types of
users. The f i rst and most widespread application of bar codes is in
point-of-sale (POS) computer systems in grocery stores. Mer-
chandise labeled with bar codes is scanned at the checkout
counter to automatical ly enter the price and i tem on the cus-
tomer's bi l l  and update the store's inventory. This system al lows
faster checkouts, fewer errors, and more effective inventory man-
agement. The second major appl icat ion of bar codes is in indus-
tr ial  data entry (Fig. 2). This category includes warehouse inven-
iory control,  identi f icat ion of assemblies for process monitoring or
work scheduling, and remote data col lect ion. The purpose of bar
codes in these industr ial environments is to provide a simple
error-proof means to hand-enter data into the central computer.
The third and newest area of bar-code applications is low-cost
data entry for microcomputers. Computer software in bar-code
form can be mass produced inexpensively by the print ing indus-
try and distributed to a broad base of users. Bar-codeJormatted
software can be used for programming appliances, intel l igent
Instruments, or personal computers. The bar-code option on the
HP-41C described in the art icle on page 1 1 and the paperbyteTM
barcode programs published by BYTE Magazine are excel lent
examples of lhe use of bar codes for low-cost consumer-oriented
data entrv.

Bar-Code Pattern
001  10
1 0001
01001
11000
001 01
10100
01  100
0001 1
10010
0 1 0 1 0
M 1 1 0
010M

Character
0
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
B
I

Start
Stop

bar-only code with no intormation in the spaces. Narrow bars
represent zero bits and wide bars (typical ly three t imes the width
of the narrow bars) represent one brts. Each numeric character is
a set of f ive consecutive bars of which two bars out of the f ive are
wide. The character table and coding for this code is shown in
Table L A typical character and tag for two-out-of-f ive bar code is
shown in Fig. 1. There are typical lythree levels of self  checking
that insure that the decoded two-out-of-five data is valid before it
is entered into the computer. First,  each character is checked to
see that there are two and only two wide bars. Second, there must
be an integer mult iple ol f ive bars belween the start and stop
symbols. Any extra or missing bars wil l  cause the decoding sys-

If  the voltage on C1 is greater than the output of Ar, the
output of A2 wil l  switch to a high state. I f  the signal then
remains constant, (static condition) and if R3 is not con-
nected from the output to the noninverting input, C1 even-
tual ly charges via D3, D4 and the input bias current of At to
a level comparable to the signal and the output state is
indeterminate. With R3 connected, C1 charges through R2
and R3 toward the output level of A2, keeping the output of
A2 in the high state. I f  the voltage on C1 becomes less than
the signal, the output of A2 switches to a low state and
under stat ic condit ions R2 and R3 discharge C1 toward that
level, keeping the output in the low state. The circuit  thus
functions as a latch when static conditions are encountered.

The digital output section consists of transistors Q1 and

Q2 and resistors R4, R5, and RO. The transistors serve to
buffer the output of ,{2 and provide logic-compatible levels.
The output stage shown in Fig. 6 provides a logic zero
output for a dark-to-light transition. Ifthe inverse is desired,
the output can be taken from the collector of Q1, and Q2, RS,
and Ro can be deleted.

Development of the Wand Package
After considering a number of alternatives such as a rec-

tangular-box-type reader and a molded tube wand struc-
ture, the basic configuration shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. B was
developed. The sl im t ip al lows the operator to see the code
while i t  is being read. The long, somewhat bulky body not
only accommodates the printed circuit board, but feels
comfortable in the operator 's hand, somewhat l ike the
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handle of a paint brush. The switch actuation plate is long
and comes up the side of the wand body so that the switch
can be actuated by the operator's thumb or forefinger even
though the wand is grasped in a number of different ways.
The case itself is constructed of two separate halves, with
the printed circuit board fitting in between. To provide
aesthetic lines for the product, the case halves are held
t o g e t h e r  w i t h  t w o  m o l d e d  r i n g s  o f  a n  A B S - a n d -
polycarbonate-plastic alloy for maximum impact resistance
and good temperature range. A vinyl strain relief is molded
onto the end of the cord. The detailing at the end of the
strain relief fits into grooves in the clamshell halves, The
strain relief and cord system have successfully passed one
thousand cycles of heavi ly loaded 18O"-bend tests. Fig. B
shows the wand case before assembly.

The tip of the wand has a slim profile and still accommo-
dates the reflective sensor. The hole in the tip is large
enough so that paper dust and other foreign material does
not accumulate inside the t ip, but fal ls out in normal use.
The tip is molded of teflon-filled acetal since this material
gives the smoothest ride over the paper and suffers the least
wear. When the tip does wear out it can be replaced easily
because i t  screws into the wand bodv.

Specification and Testing of the Wand
The HEDS-3000 uses a new approach to specifying bar-

code wand performance. Historical ly, bar-code wands were
analog devices and previous specifications dealt with such
analog signal characteristics as amplitude modulation and



noise. A bar-code wand with a digital output requires defi-
nition of a new set of performance measures. This digital
performance specification properly describes the effects of
mechanical, elechical, and optical parameters upon the
wand's performance. This product specification then de-
fines the conditions under which the wand will read bar
codes successfully in a customer's system. However, differ-
ent customers are interested in different specifications for
different types of systems. Each system has requirements
based on the specific bar code, bar-code printer, and decod-
ing algorithm chosen by the system designer. The effect of
the wand on the readability of the bar code in each of these
systems is slightly different,

The desire to specify the performance of the wand in a
manner that makes sense to a system designer led to the
concept of system width error. The width error is a modifi-
cation of the specifications used to describe bar-code print-
ing tolerances. Bar-code printers generally specify edge
resolution. The width of a printed bar or space can vary
from the desired width by the printing uncertainty of the
edges. Since these edge errors are independent of the width
of the bar, printer performance for any bar is specified by a
width error (e.g., narrow bars : 0.25-f0.05 mm and wide
bars : 0.5010.05 mm). Like bar-code printing errors, wand
reading errors are primarily edge errors. The performance
of the wand is characterized by the accuracy with which it
can measure bar widths. The wand bar-width error can then
be summed with the width errors of the bar-code printer to
determine the total width error at the start of the system
decoding algorithm. A paper analysis of system perfor-
mance accounting for printer errors, wand errors, and the
specific software algorithm can then be done. Further, by
specifying the bar-width errors and space-width errors
separately, the designer can create software to compensate
for offset errors characteristic of both wands and printers.
Bars that consistently appear wider and spaces that appear
narrower are examples of offset errors. When the specifica-
tion is in terms of width error, the system designer can
easily understand the trade-offs in bar-code system design.

The width error is the difference between the calculated
bar or space width and the optically measured bar or space
width. A two-level black-and-white code on photographic
paper is used as the standard tag for characterization. The
bars and spaces of these tags are optically measured with a
toolmaker's microscope. When this standard tag is read by a
wand under test at a constant scan velocity, the wand-
measured bar width can be calculated from the duration of
the bar output level from the wand. The width errors are
separated into bar and space errors and into maximum and
minimum errors. Because the magnitude of the width error
is dependent on the width of the preceding space(bar) as
well as the measured bar(space), the width errors are also
sorted into bar/space and space/bar categories to give the
system designer a more complete description of the wand
performance. This information can be used to analyze the
functionality of the designer's decoding software. For
example, the system designer can see immediately that
decoding schemes comparing bars with bars and spaces
with spaces will cancel the systematic or offset errors that
make bars appear wider and spaces appear narrower, while
decoding software comparing bars with spaces will mag-

nify these errors. To provide as complete a picture as possi-
ble of the HEDS-3000 performance in a variety of operating
conditions, the wand's width errors are characterized as a
function of wand height, angle and orientation, tempera-
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ture, scan velocity, minimum bar-width size, and supply midity resistance. The design is characterized for mechanical
voltage. integri ty (shock, strain rel ief,  etc.),  operating rel iabi l i ty

The width errors of every wand are tested in production ftemperature cycling, operating life, humidity, etc.), and
before packaging and shipment. The standard photo- performance quality (electromagnetic interference (EMI)
graphic test tag is attached to a wheel rotating at a constant and width error over diverse operating conditions).
speed. The wand is fixtured into the specified test position
relative to the tag and the output of the wand is measuredby Acknowledgments
a t ime-interval-measurement circuit  and fed into a 9825A Theauthorswouldl iketothankPerryfeungandJohnLee

Computer/Control ler. The 9825A compares the wand- for their project leadership, Ed Li l jenwall ,  Fred Goodman,
output bar and space widths with the stored values of the Matt Stein, fim Casciani, and Bob Teichner for package
optically measured bar and space widths. The 98254 then development, Carl Trautman and Ray Wong for circuit
calculates the width errors for all the bars and spaces in the work, Nate Walker and John Dunse for manufacturing en-
test tag, reduces this data, and stores the relevant informa- gineering, Walt Heinzer for reliability testing and John Sien
tion. Besides this final performance test, each printed cir- and Julian Elliott for marketing.
cuit board is tested before final assembly to guarantee fre-
quency response, output levels, and functionality. Each Reference
opticalsensorisalsopretestedtoguaranteeitsperformance 1. D.E. Morris, C.J. Christopher, G.W. Chance, and D.B. Barney,
before final assembly. Finally, wands sampled from produc- "Third Generation Programmable Calculator Has Computer-Like

tion lots are tested to ensure product operating life and hu- Capabilities," Hewlett-Packard Journal, June 1976.

S P E C I F I C A T I O N S
HED93000 Digital Bar Code Wand FocAL pRopERlES:

IMAGE SIZE AT FOCUS (distance for'10-90o/o response over black-white transition):

POWER SUPPLY: 0.17 mm

Vs: 3.6-5.75 votts DEPTH OF FOCUS (to 50o/o of maximum photmurrent): 1.2 mm.

t"i 50 ml maximum. MAXIMUM SIGNAL POINT: 4.3 mm from front of can.

DATA OUTpUT; SOURCE PEAK WAVELENGTH:700 nm.

LOGTC LEVEL: TTL and CMOS comoatibte TEMPERATURE RANGE:

WTDTH ERRORS: OPEBATING: -20"C to +70rc.

First Bar 0.1 mm typical STORAGE: -40'C to +75"C

Interior Bar O.OS mm typical PACKAGE: 8-pin TO-5 style package, 12.9 mm long.

Interior Space O.O5 mm typical PRICES lN U'S'A':

SCAN VELOCITy: 7.6-76 cm/s. HEDS-3000 Digital Bar Wand, $99.50 each in small (1-99) quantities.

|LLUM|NAT|ON WAVELENGTH;7OO nm HEDS-1000 High Flesolution Reflectance Sensor, $28.75 in small (1-9) quanlit ies.

TEMPERATURE RANGE MANUFACTURING DIVISION: OPTOELECTRONICS DIVISION

OpERAT;NG: Orc to +Ss.C. 640 Page Mill Road

STORAGE: _20"C to +sSqC. Palo Alto, California 94304 U.S.A.

DIMENSIONS: 133 x 23 x 20 mm (5.2 x 0.9 x 0.8 in). Cable 1 m long.

HP Model 82153A Wand
HED91000 Hagh-Resolution Reflectance Sensor pHysrcAL spEcrFrcAnoNs: same as ror HEDS-3ooo.

POWER SUPPLY: ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIOilS: Supplied with interface plug-in for use with HP-41C
V6, V", V": 20 volts milimum, 5 volts typical. Calculator.
1169: 50 mA milimum average, 75 mA maximum peak. PRICE lN U.S.A.

POWER DISSIPATION: 120 mW maximum. 82153A Wand: $125.
PHOTOCURRENTS: MANUFACTURING DIVISION: CORVALLIS DIVISION

PHOTOCURRENT (white surface): 120 nA, typical. 1000 N.E. Circle Boulevard
STRAY PHOTOCURRENT: 20 nA, typical. Corvall is, Oregon 97330 U.S.A.
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Reading Bar Godes for the HP-41 C
Program mable Galcu lator
by David R. Conklin and Thomas L. Revere lll

SPECIAL VERSION of the HEDS-3000 Digital Bar

Code Wand is supplied to Hewlett-Packard's Cor-
va l l i s  D i v i s i on  f o r  use  i n  t he  82153A  Wand

(Fig. r),  an accessory to the HP-41C programmable calcu-

lator. Corvallis Division attaches an interface module con-

taining two integrated circuits-a custom wand interface

chip, and a 4096-word microcode ROM. In this art icle

we describe the wand interface chip, the bar-code formats

recognized by the HP-41C, and uses for the bar code

and wand in the HP-41C calculator system.

The wand interface chip is a CMOS integrated circuit that

converts the electrical signals from the wand into binary

data, apport ions the decoded data into eight-bit  bytes'

stores the byte(s) for retrieval by the HP-a1C' and interfaces

with the HP-41C bus lines to transfer the data to the cal-

culator 's CPU. The interface chip is located in the HP-41C-

compatible plug which is attached to the 82153.A Wand by a

cable. To read a row ofbar code, the wand is scanned across

the bar code to generate a time-varying electrical signal that

corresponds to the widths of the bars and spaces. The bar-

I  f t ,  / r ? l t t ,  t .  ,  ,
l ; A r t  |  ! t t l t t

l t  t ! ,  I  l  -  , j: lr / i r t / t i t tj g t i s i s s ! : t l ) t ; r i; i tiiitriiiiiiii ii tiirw nrrntn0illl1tit1ltr$$lrrr,.

Fig. 1. fhe 821 53 Wand accessory to the HP-41 C Cak:ulator

provides easy entry of data and programs printed in bar code

code encoding scheme represents a logic zero by a bar with

a relative width of one unit and a logic one by a bar with a

relat ive width of two units. Al l  spaces ale one unit wide. A

row of bar code may contain up to 16 bytes of data.

Decoding is done by counting the HP-41C system clock

cycles (-360 kHz) between space-to-bar and bar-to-space

transitions and comparing the result to a reference derived

from the counts for the previous bar and space' Because

inherent wand width bias, acceleration, rotation and other

scanning irregulari t ies introduce error into bar and space

counts, the definit ions of a one and a zero must include

signif icant margins to reduce the possibi l i ty of an errone-

ous decode. A logic zero is defined as any bar less than 3/2

times the unit width established by the previous bar and

space while a logic one bar must be greater than or equal to

3/2 times the unit width' The reference is created by first

adding 112 the count for the previous space to 1/2 the count

for the previous bar (1/a the count for the bar, if the bar was

decoded as a logical one or two-units-wide bar) '  The result

is then added to 1/2 of i tself  to create a 3/2 unit-width

reference.
The logic used to decode and store bar codes in one oftwo

identical 16-byte buffers is controlled by a 64-state ROM

machine which has 16 instructions and eight branch qual-

ifiers. The decoding algorithm is illustrated by the flow

chart in Fig. 2. The tests forbars and spaces include a test for

maximum count (>214) that branches back to the start state

if the count is exceeded.
Maximum and minimum acceptable bar widths are de-

termined by the scan speed and the interface chip The

maximum count for a bar is limited to less than 2r4 HP- ^IC

clock cycles. For a clock period of z.oe ps, this is equal to a

duration of about 43 ms. I f  the scan speed is 76.2 mm/s [3

in/s), the maximum bar width is about 3.2 mm (0.125 inJ'

The minimum bar width is set by the time required to

decode a bar, establ ish a new reference and store eight bits

in a buffer. Seventy-six clock cycles are required, corre-

sponding to a minimum bar or space width of about 0'17 mm

(0.007 in) at a high scan speed of 762 mmis (30 in/s).

In addition to the data bars, the interface chip requires

that a row of bar code (Fig' 3) have four addit ional bars-one

unit-width bar at each end of a row of bar code to be used in

conjunction with the adjacent space to establ ish an init ial

reference and another bar next to each reference bar to

determine scan direction. The direction bar encountered

first in a right-to-left scan is two units wide; in a left-to-right

scan it is one unit wide. The direction bars enable the chip

to determine which direction the user is scanning and

therefore in what order the decoded data should be sent

back to the system CPU. The CPU always receives the least

significant bit ILSB) of the leftmost byte first. The interface

"liip 
u""o-plishes this by conditionally storing the de-
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Fig.2. Flow chaft of bar-code decoding algorithm used by the 821 53A Wand interface chip,

coded bytes in one of two sequences in a 16-byte buffer.
The location in which each byte is stored in a buffer is

determined by an address pointer that is reset to the first
location in the buffer at the beginning of each scan and is
incremented if the scan is right-to-left and decremented if
the scan is left-to-right. When a read operation is started by
the CPU, and the scan is left-to-right, the pointer is reset to
the first location in the buffer and is decremented for each
subsequent byte. The pointer is not reset if the scan is
right-to-left but is still decremented during readback.

During the time that decoded bar code is being stored in
one of the buffers, the other buffer will send a byte from the
location indicated by its pointer in response to an HP-41C
CPU instruction requesting data from the interface chip.
After a line of bar code has been successfully read and the
other buffer has been emptied the newly filled buffer is al-
lowed to communicate with the CPU. Two of the HP-+tC's
input flags are reserved for the wand. Because the wand
chip uses the system clock for all internal functions, it
prevents the calculator from returning to the clockless
standby state by activating flag zero when the wand is

1 2 rewrrrr-pncKARD JoUFNAL JANUARy 1 981

turned on and pointed at a white surface and therefore
presumably may be in the process of decoding bars. Flag
two is used to signal the CPU that data is available and flag
two will remain active until the buffer is emptied. The
interface chip also wakes up the HP-41C from the off or
standby states by pulling on the ISA bus line when the
wand is turned on and pointed at a white surface.

Bar code generated for the HP-41C falls into one of four
logical types-program bar code, data bar code, and bar
code representing keystrokes (paper-keyboard bar codeJ or
complete key phrases (direct-execution bar code). See Fig. 4
for a diagram of the bar code types. When the wand mi-
crocode sees a row of bar code only one or two bytes in
length, the wand assumes that it is paper-keyboard bar
code. One-byte rows have four bits for data and four bits for
a checksum that is mirror symmetric to the data pattern.
This convention makes one-byte rows immune to errors in
decoding the direction bits. Two-byte rows have twelve bits
of data and a four-bit checksum that is computed as a sum of
the data in four-bit nibbles with end-around carry.

Rows of more than two bytes are assumed to be data,



Bytes

_4-
lli-ilil||iiilillitl

-____r____.....-a r

Directional Bars

Fig. 3. Easic format for bar codes read by the 821 53A Wand
in the HP-41 C Calculator system.

program, or direct-execution bar code. In each case, the
leftmost byte is an eight-bit checksum and is followed by a
four-bit type specifier. Program bar code includes a four-bit
sequence number and two four-bit quantities that record the
numbers of leading and trailing partial function code bytes
(i.e., how much of the row is taken up with function codes
that begin or end in other rows). The overhead-checksum,
type,  sequence number,  and par t ia l  funct ion code
information-amounts to three bytes, which leaves up to
thirteen bytes for the program itself. The sequence number,
since it is four bits wide, only defines the sequence of the
row within the surrounding sixteen rows; but this is
adequate to warn the user when a row has been skipped or
read twice. The checksum is a running eight-bit-wide
sum with end-around carry of the current row and all pre-
ceding rows.

A data bar-code row may contain either a number or an
alphanumeric string. The number may have up to ten digits
of mantissa and two digits of exponent; the alphanumeric
string may be as long as fourteen bytes.

Direct-execution bar code represents a complete key
phrase (e.g., XEQ A or STo rz). After two bytes of overhead,
the key phrase itself may be from one to nine bytes long.

Loading programs is the primary use envisioned for the
82153A Wand in the HP-41C Calculator system. The wand
is less expensive than the card reader, although not as fast. It
is much faster, more reliable, and less tiring than hand
keying in a program from a program listing. To load a
program with the wand, the user simply begins by scanning
the program at the first bar-code row. It is not necessary to
execute any function or do any other initialization be-
forehand. The medium of the printed page is widely avail-
able and inexpensive. A single standard sheet typically
contains eighteen rows of bar code-the equivalent of both
tracks of one magnetic card. This is comparable to the
amount of space taken up by the printed listing of the
program. It is our hope that in the future wherever cal-
culator programs are printed in listing form, the bar code for
the programs will also be printed (e.g., in textbooks, techni-
cal journal articles, newsletters, etc.).

Data bar codes make another important application pos-
sible. A number of large organizations-corporations and

(a) Paper Keyboard Code

oneByte@@
Code Mirror lmage

Used for 0 to 9, EEX, CHS,
decimal point

Used for all other
Bingle keystrokes

Exampres: lllillllllll

Two Byte

Checksum

Program Code

Checksum Type

Code

One Byte llllllllllllllllllll,*o ",,"

Plogram

illlllllllllllllllll b
1  1  o  1  0  1  0  0 0  0 0  0 1  0 0  1

Sequence
Numbel

Partial Function
Code Information

Example:

(c) Data Code

Numeric

Alpha

Example:

Checksum Type

Checksum Type

ililtillilililillililllilllllllilllllllllillll

(d) Direct Execution Code

Checksum Type

Example:

Fig. 4. F ou r lo gi c al ty pes of bar cod e ar e u sed by th e H P -4 1 C,
(a) Paper keyboard code. (b) Program code. (c) Data code.
(d) Direct execution code.

government agencies-have standard sets of calculator
programs developed for in-house use. Frequently these
programs use data that is changed periodically. In such
cases, the data can be printed and disseminated in bar
code form.

The most novel applications for the 82153A Wand make
use of the opportunity to mix machine-readable bar code
with human-readable text in formats specifically adapted to
the problem to be solved. The advantage in this sort of
application is that the legends on the bar code can be writ-
ten in the natural terms of the problem, and need not bear
any resemblance to the technical meaning of the bar code to
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Fig. 5, Problems can be easily
solved by using bar codes to enter
known va lues  and to  execute
routines to determine the unknown
value. An example for finding an
unknown side or angle of a triangle
ls shown to the left.

for help in testing the product, especially to lake Schwartz
for suggestions leading to the paper keyboard layout. The
triangle program in Fig. 4 was adapted by Pam Raby from

fohn Kennedy's program for the HP-67.
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the calculator. In Fig. 5, this technique is used for an easy-
to-use program for solving triangle problems. The user en-
ters the known data about the triangle, indicating which
part of the triangle it applies to by scanning the correspond-
ing bar-code row. When all the known data is entered, the
user queries the calculator for an unknown value simply by
scanning the bar code for that part. The user never has to
know that the bar-code rows on the diagram actually mean
XEQ A, XEQ B, etc.

The paper-keyboard type of bar code derives its name
from a paper keyboard provided in the box with the wand.
The HP-a1C calculator has available many more functions
than keys, so a user occasionally must spell out the name of
a function to invoke it from the keyboard. The paper
keyboard, however, has bar-code rows for every function in
the HP-a1C catalog, and for the card reader, printer, and
wand functions as well. A single sweep of the wand can
replace a half dozen or more keystrokes when the user
wants to invoke a function not currently assigned to a key.

During the project, it became clear to the design team that
we would not be able to anticipate all the uses of the HP-
41C1821,53A Wand/bar code system. For this reason, a func-
tion (\MNDSCN) was added that allows the HP-a1C to read
any bar code meeting the requirements of the interface chip.
The data from the bar-code row is placed into registers 01
through n, one byte in each register. The WNDSCN function
does not perform a checksum or any other consistency test.
A submarine hunt game that makes use of this function is
included in the owner's manual.
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A High-Quality, Low-Gost Graphics Tablet
It enables the user to interact easily with a computer
graphics syslem to generate illustrations using predefined
and user-defined shapes, point-to-point plotting, and
continuous line drawing or tracing.

by Donald J. Stavely

HE HP 911.1A GRAPHICS TABLET offers a new com-
bination of features for the easy generation of com-

and include high-level HP-IB* programming, comprehen-

sive self-tests, and built-in softkey menu.
A graphics tablet is a peripheral device that provides a

host computer with data corresponding to the position of a
pen-like stylus relative to a surface, or platen. A pressure-

activated switch in the stylus is the method used by the

operator to inform the computer of a "picked" position.

Normally, the position data is used to manipulate a cursor

on a graphics display device. This mode of operation, with
the user's hand on the platen and eyes on the display, might

sound awkward at first, but actually is quite natural. It often
is the primary mode of graphical input in interactive
graphics applications such as a printed-circuit, LSI, or
mechanical design system.

A graphics tablet can be used in its own right for menuing

.Hewet l -Packafd 's  imp lementa ton  o t  IEEE Standard  488 (1978) .

applications, where the user picks items from a menu
document placed on the platen. This menu can be thought
of as a custom keyboard that can be easily understood by
users with little or no technical training. The 9111,{ incor-
porates a built-in set of sixteen softkeys that are recognized
by the tablet firmware. Program applications can use these
softkeys for menuing or program control without X,Y coor-
dinate analysis in the program. The ability to place a docu-
ment on the platen surface also allows the tablet to act as a
digitizer in applications where the high accuracy of the HP
sB74A Digitizerl is not required.

Graphics Tablet versus Digitizer
The 9111A was designed using the basic technology de-

veloped for the SB74A Digitizer. In fact, the 9111,{ HP-GL
command set is fully compatible with a large subset of the
SB74A commands. While this product design used many of
the technical aspects of the 9874A, new contributions in the
areas of human engineering and low-cost design were re-
quired to satisfy the special requirements of an interactive
graphics device.

Fig. 1. Ihe 91 1 1 A Graphics Tab-
let provides. easy user tnteraction
with computer graphics systems.
The stylus can also se/ect shapes
or f unctions f rom a menu overlay in
addition to creating or modifying
graphics images, Sxteen regions
on the platen are designated for
use as user-defined softkeys.
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I puter graphics information. These features are con-
tained in a low-cost human-engineered package (Fig. rJ



Somewhat different specifications are critical for the two
operations. For digitizing, high accuracy with commensu-
rate resolution is of paramount importance. Data rates do
not have to be particularly high since the human can accu-
rately trace figures only at limited speeds. Rates less than 20
points/second are normally sufficient. For interactive
graphics, smoothness of cursor motion is a useful attribute.
This means a high data rate is desirable. The 60 points/
second maximum rate of the 911 1A equals the refresh rate
of most raster displays. Even if the logical position of the
cursor is updated more rapidly, the user can only see
changes at the display refresh rate.

An important characteristic is the stability of the position
indicated by the tablet when the stylus is held motionless. If
the X,Y coordinate has instability in the lowest-order digit,
an annoying flicker of the cursor will result. The 91114
outputs data that typically doesn't vary when the stylus
position is stable. The stability performance is achieved by
data averaging techniques in the hardware and by data
processing algorithms in the firmware.

Another parameter contributing to the perceived quality
of cursor motion is synchronization between the refresh
rate ofthe CRT and the data rate ofthe tablet. Ifthe tablet is
putting out 59 points/second, the CRT is refreshing at 60
sweeps/second, and the stylus is in constant motion, then
the cursor on the CRT will move bg times in a row. Every
sixtieth sweep, the tablet will not have new data available
- causing the cursor to freeze for one frame. The human eye
is surprisingly sensitive to this interference effect between
the devices. To overcome this problem, the tablet update
rate can be accurately set to any integer value between 1 and
60, inclusive. Timing for this process is derived from the
master crystal oscillator, with minor deviations introduced
by firmware routines. The design goal was +O.2Hzfrom the
programmed rate. Better than -r0.1 Hz is achieved at most
frequencies. This means that a beat frequency will be pres-
ent, but the period is so long that cursor jumping will be
infrequent enough to be unobjectionable. This approach
gives good per formance wi th 60-Hz-ref resh crysta l -
controlled CRTs as well as line-synchronized S0-Hz and
60-Hz displays.

Another advantage of data rate programmability in an
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Fig. 2. 91 11A system block dia-
gram. The microprocessor in the
system controls the interface func-
t lons, se/ects measurement
modes, tests the system, and
communicates with the host com-
puter in addition to computing the
position of the stylus.

interrupt-driven graphics system is that the computation
load placed on the CPU can be accurately set by a single
command to the tablet from a device driver or application
program.

The time lag between the measurement of stylus position
and the corresponding movement of the CRT cursor affects
how fast a desired point can be picked by a human. A
feedback loop is formed by the human to eliminate the error
between the desired and actual location of the cursor. Delay
in the feedback loop can cause overshoot and oscillation of
the person's arm when rapidly moving to a point. The
firmware in the 9111,{' is designed to minimize lag, regard-
less of the programmed data rate. Positional data is gathered
from the hardware as late as possible during a measurement
period. At the beginning of the next period the data is
organized into the final format with 1O0-micrometre resolu-
tion. As soon as this is done, any pending commands can be
executed. If the command is one that requests data, then the
data delivered is as fresh as possible. Input of commands
may occur virtually any time during the cycle. By limiting
the time window in which commands are executed, the
mainframe can synchronize easily with the data rate of the
tablet. For example, the tablet has the computational power
to execute approximately ninety OC (Output Cursor posi-
tion) commands/second, but a fast controller will actually
sync at the 60-points/second update rate of the tablet.
The time window does not preclude more frequenr execu-
tion of other more simple commands because up to 200
such commands can be executed per second.

Although optimized for interactive graphics, the tablet is
also adequate for some digitizing applications. It is rated
at +600-micrometre accuracy (*O.OZq in). This is suit-
able for the entering of small sketches and some strip
chart applications.

How lt's Done
The 91 1 1A Graphics Tablet uses the capacitive-coupling,

electrostatic-drive technique of the 9874A Digitizer to de-
termine the X,Y coordinates of the stylus. A block diagram
of the system is shown in Fig. 2. The platen is an epoxy-
glass printed circuit board with a grid of metal traces
spaced 6.4 mm apart. The traces run vertically on the circuit



Capacitive Stylus Design

by Susan M. Gardwell

The stylus for the 91114 satisf ies a set of str ingent design
requirements. l t  is mechanical ly rugged. l t  can withstand being
dropped on the floor or having its cable pinched in a orawer.
Since the stylus will be held by the user for extended periods of
t ime, i t  is sl im, l ight, and provides clear tact i le feedback of a
"picked" position on the platen surface. These and other electri-
cal performance and reliability criteria are met by an integrated
system of transducers, body parts and cabling.

Signal Transducers
Two independent types of information are transmitted from the

stylus to the tablet:
1. The signal that is interpreted as X-Y location, and
2. A switch signal used to identify a given point as chosen for

purposes of digit izing, picking or program control.

Stylus Body

Cartridge

Cprcxup Ccouprrrc

-fiFr- 1--"*;:::"* ? T "** T """*T""^*,
VVVV

Fig. 'f . Design of capacitively coupled stylus for the 91 11A.
(a) Cross-sectlonal view showing the conductors and capaci-
tive components. Ihe sty/us cartridge can be replaced by an
inkJilled cartridge for users drawing images instead of tracing
them. (b) Equivalent circuit for the stylus signal path f rom the
platen traces to the instrument.

(a)

The location of the stylus is determined by the capacit ive coupling
established between the platen grid and the tip of a metal pen
cartr idge. This cartr idge is capacit ively coupled to a coaxial tube
within the stylus body (Fig. 1). To select a point, the pen t ip is
pressed, which activates a dome swrtch at the base oi the car-
tridge. The snap action of the dome switch provides tactile feed-
back to the user.

The second stage of capacitive coupling is used for its advan-
tage over direct or sliding contacts, Direct contact with the car-
tridge requires a permanently attached contact which precludes
easi ly exchangeable cartr idges ( ink and inkless) and necessi-
tates adding a f lexing signal wire to accommodate switch opera-
t ion. A sl iding contact is l ikewise undesirable in that i t  impairs the
distinct tactile feel of the dome switch and it creates electrical
norse.

The equation for the series capacitance between the coupling
tube and the cartr idge is:

2r,e^e,L^ _
" 

- 
in (b,/a)

where b rs the larger diameter, a is the smaller diameter, L is the
length of the tubes, eo is the dielectr ic constant for a vacuum
(8.854x10-'" Fim) and e ris the relative dielectric constant for air
(-1.0006). Within the constraints of mechanical tolerances, the
coupling capacitance is maximized to a value ol C:11.5 pF. This
provides approximately two{hirds of the signal output of a direct
contact scheme. Signal strength is maintatned by sl ightly increas-
ang pen t ip exposure.

Body Parts
A combination of machined metal and molded plast ic body

parts supports and houses the transducer system. Both the dome
switch and the capacitrve coupling tube are mounted on two
small ,  round, printed circuit  boards at the back of the stylus.
Shielding both the capacit ive coupling tube and the signal-
carrying metal pickup is essential to proper operation. Since the
body parts must permit repeated exchange of cartridges and still
insure a ground when connected, they are made of aluminum

Susan il. Cardwell
Susan Cardwell joined HP in early
1978 as a production engineer for
the 98744 Digitizer. She worked on

* the development of the 91 1 1A Tab-
Y let and is currently involved with LSI

circuit  design. Susan received the
BS degree in engineering from
Swarthmore College in 1977 and did
graduate study at the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology
in the fal l  ol  1977. She is a native of
Detroit ,  Michigan and she and her
husband make Loveland, Colorado
their home, Susan is on the board of
drrectors for the Canyon Concert

Ballet Company and is an administrative member of the Loveland
Bahd' i  Spir i tual Assembly. She enjoys the theatre, dance, and
backpacking.

(b)
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treated with a chromate conversion process to guarantee high
conductivi ty.

Because the signal level is low, the system can be highly
sensitive to triboelectric elfects-friction forces at the interface
between a conductor and an insulator that create charges and a
result ing current. Molded polypropylene parts meet the mult iple
requirements of small  geometries, dimensional stabi l i ty, insula-
t ion and minimal tr ibolectr ic contr ibutron at the cartr idge bearing
surfaces.

Cable
The cable carr ies two switch wires and a low-capacitance

coaxial platen-signal wire f rom the stylus to the tablet. Because
this component of the stylus experiences the greatest stresses, i t
greatly affects stylus rel iabi l i ty. Cable l i fe is maximized by using
mult iple strands of a custom copper al loy wire with exceptional
f lex l i fe, The switch wires are t ightly coi led around the coax shield
so that cable f lexing places minimal tension and compression
stresses on the conductors. Strain relief boots at both ends are
careful ly tapered to avoid sharp strain of the cable.

side and horizontally on the component side of the board.
The signal picked up from each trace is a function of the
distance between the tip of the stylus and the trace. The
signal from any single trace is proportional to the drive
voltage and coupling capacitance. Since the coupling
capacitance is a function of distance, the stylus output
voltage Vo is the sum of the individual trace drive voltages
reduced by the distance from each trace to the stylus
(see Fig.  3) .

In the 9111,\ the traces are driven by CMOS shift regis-
ters. The choice of 12-volt CMOS shift registers instead of
the S-volt registers used in the 9874A provides a propor-
tionately greater signal to the stylus. Using the capacitive cou-
pling technique, the stylus output voltage Vo becomes cy-
clical at the same frequency as the 9.765-kHz signal driving
the traces. This allows, after processing as described below,
the 60-samples/second data rate desired for interactive
graphics applications.

The stylus signal Vo is buffered, filtered about 9.765 kHz
and sent through a zero-crossing detector to recreate the
original 9.765-kHz reference frequency. The recreated fre-
quency is shifted in phase, depending on stylus position.
To calculate the distance from the first trace to the stylus,
we simply measure the phase shift of the stylus signal
referred to the signal of the first trace.

The resolution of the 9111,{ is 0.1 mm. To achieve this, a
series of phase measurements is made in calculating each
X,Y coordinate pair. The sequence in which these mea-

Fig. 3. Sty/us signals after (a) and before (b) bandpass filter-
ing. The lower trace shows lhe slatslep waveform resulting
from the summation of the signals from each of the platen
iraces.
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surements are made is:
X reference
X coarse
X fine
y fine
Y coarse
Y reference

The reference measurements are used to compensate for
the time delay added to the stylus signal by the filter elec-
tronics. This also eliminates error due to drift in component
parameters because of aging, temperature and humidity. In
reference mode, all the traces are simultaneously driven
high and then all are driven simultaneously low at a 9.765-
kHz rate. Since the signal on every trace is identical to the
signal on the first trace, any phase shift in the stylus signal
will be caused solely by the filter delay. The reference
measurements are subtracted from the coarse and fine
measurements.

In the measurement mode each trace is driven sequen-
tially high and then each trace is driven sequentially low at
a clock rate dependent on the resolution required. The
coarse measurement rate addresses all of the traces during
one cycle of the 9.765-kHz signal. The fine measurement
clock rate is one-eighth that of the coarse rate so that eight
cycles of the 9.765-kHz signal occur before all of the traces
are addressed. The coarse mode creates a wavelength of
409.6 mm on the platen. Using the platen frequency, 9.765
kHz, we calculate the velocity of the signal and then find the
wavelength.

Velocity : (trace spacing) x (coarse mode clock rate)
: (6.4 mm) x(625,000 traces/second)
: 4000 m/s

Wavelength : velocity/frequency
: (4000 m/s) /  (9.765 kHz) :  40e.6 mm

:  1 6 . 1 2  i n
This wavelength is longer than the platen's maximum di-
mension. The coarse measurement provides a rough but
unambiguous guess of where the stylus is within this long
wavelength.

The coarse position is refined by making another mea-
surement with increased resolution. The wavelength of the
fine mode (51.2 mm) is one-eighth the coarse wavelength.
By keeping the same phase resolution, the physical resolu-

tion of the system is increased over the resolution of the
coarse mode by a factor of s. The B:1 ratio of wavelengths is

large enough to attain the desired accuracy and stability of

the machine, yet small enough to eliminate any possibility

of having the coarse measurement "guess the wrong fine
wave" to be refined. An error of this kind would result in an

annoying jump in the position data supplied to the host.



The firmware also reduces this possibility by continuously
monitoring the accuracy of the coarse estimate. The se-
quence of measurements calls for adjacent X-fine and Y-fine
measurements to minimize the effect of any Iinear motion of
the stylus during the sequence.

When measuring the phase of the filtered signal it is
necessary to avoid incorrect measurements when the sig-
nals are near the 0/360'wrap-around point. This is done by
checking the phase relationship of the stylus and reference
signals while the filter is settling. This process is called
reference adjustment. If the stylus signal rising edge is less
than 90'or greater than 270'from the rising edge of the
reference signal, then 1.80'is added to the reference signal.
At the completion of the reference adjustment (once the
filter is settled), the phase difference between the stylus
and reference signals is between 90'and 270', which gives
the system increased immunity to noise in the stylus signal.
If added, this extra 180'phase shift is subtracted later.

The phase shift of the 9.765-kHz stylus signal in each of
the six measurement modes is summed for sixteen periods
to further reduce noise effects on the measurement.
Firmware reduces the summed measurement into a number
represent ing the phase shi f t  o f  each mode.  This is
simplified by the 6.4-mm spacing of the traces on the plat-
en. The microprocessor uses the count from each of the six
modes to compute the X,Y position of the stylus. The qual-
ity of the actual position measurement compared to the
conservative specification is illustrated in Fig. 4.

The microprocessor also performs all algorithms neces-
sary to sequence the platen, control the light-emitting
diodes (LEDs) and variable tone beeper, and communicate
with the host computer. The microprocessor controls the
shift registers by writing data to the shift control which in
turn creates the proper signals to drive the shift registers in

STEPS FROI ' ,1

the various platen modes.
The microprocessor-based system (Fig. 2) has the capa-

bility to perform extensive verification of its proper opera-
tion. The electronics self-test is initiated by the processor
every time the instrument is powered on. It is also entered
upon receipt of the IN (Initialize) command from the host
computer. This test flashes the LEDs (for operator verifica-
tion of their functionality) and then performs a series of
tests on internal hardware. First, the microprocessor's in-
ternal registers are tested. Memory tests ale a read-only-
memory (ROM) checksum and extensive bit pattern testing
of the read/write memory (RAM). The functionality of the
three I/O ports for the shift control and phase counter is
checked. The phase counter is cleared and the normal
operating sequence of bit patterns required to perform ref-
erence adjustment and measurement summation is sent to
the phase counter.

Communication with the HP-IB interface chip is verified
and, finally, the programmable countdown timer is tested.
This timer interrupts the processor for the normal sequenc-
ing of the six platen modes and is used to pace the processor
to create the proper frequencies for the variable tone beeper.
If the elechonics passes the tests, a three-tone pass beep is
generated by the beeper. If any of the tests fails, a loud,
warbling error tone is output and the ERROR LED is lit.

The proper operation of the shift control, shift registers,
filter and stylus can be verified by performing the user
interactive self-test. This test is normally performed im-
mediately after the instrument is powered on. It is initiated
by toggling the SELF TEST switch on the rear of the graphics
tablet while holding the stylus away from the platen. It can
also be initiated by a TD (Test Digitizer) command. The user
interactive self-test first performs the electronics self-test.
After the pass-beep tone from the electronics self-test, the

Fig. 4. Typical posit ion mea-
surement accuracy plot. The sys-
tem specif icat ion is !600 mi-
crometres with typical values
within +400 micrometres.
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Programming the Graphics Tablet

by Debra S. Bartlett

The f irmware of the 91 11A provides easy hagh-level program-

ming. For example, software for the HP 98458 Computer has

been written that allows the user to create drawings interactively
using circles, rectangles, arcs, l ines, and labels. The user can
also pick, place, and transform elements, and set up and In-

terpret a user-defined menu. This software takes advantage of
the fol lowing features of the 91 11A Graphics Tablet: interrupts'
softkeys, single and continuous mode digit izing, information re-
ceived from the cursor statement, scal ing, and variable beeper'
Software has also been wrrtten for the HP-85, 13504, and System
45C, and is underway for the HP-1000.

The main driver for al l  the programs is set up on the basis of
being able to interrupt the main program selectively, First,  inter-
rupts on the HP-lB SRo l ine are enabled. Then by simply sending
the lM (lnput Mask) instruct ion to the 91.1 .1A Graphics Tablet, the
programmer can specify the actions that wi l l  cause a service
request. The programmer can set the input mask to interrupt on

errors, a digit ized softkey, a digit ized point, or on proximity The
input mask can also be set to enable the recognized errors and to
select status condit ions that wi l l  cause a response lrom the 91 1 1A
to a parallel poll. The 98458/91 1 1A software is set up to generate

a service request whenever the user digit izes on the active area of
the tablet or digit izes one of the sixteen softkeys, This interrupt
capabil i ty al lows the program to track the cursor without having to
check continual ly to see i f  the user digit ized a point or selected a

softkey. The code is simpler and the cursor moves faster.
Once the service request has been received, the program must

determine what caused l t .  To do this, the program looks at the
status word from the 91 11A. This word is retr ieved by simply
sending an oS (Output Status) command to the tablet and then by
reading i t  into the 98458. Information contained in this word is
pen press, new cursor posit ion, proximity, digit ized softkey,
SRo, error, and digit ized point avai lable.

l f  the seventh bit  of the status word has been set, the program

knows that the user has digitized one of the sixteen softkeys.
Because of the f irmware in the graphics tablet, the program can
then execute a RS (Read Softkey) command to determine exactly
which softkey (1-16) was selected. As a result,  the program does
not have to look at the exact X,Y coordinate digit ized and see i f  i t

fal ls within certain boundaries to determine which softkey was

digit ized, This provides the programmer with an easi ly used pre-

defined menu area. The 98458/9111A software uses these

softkeys to perform such operations as get a picture, save a
picture, label, delete object, delete l ine, snap to a grid, plot,  clear
the CRT, and help.

lf the second bit of the status word has been set, the program

knows that the user has digi l ized a point on the active area of the
platen. The drawing program and the editor program usethis area
lor menuing, cursor moving and placing. Part of the platen is used
for cursor movement and placement and the other part of the
platen is used as addit ional menu space for such i tems as pen,

l ine type, character, and element selection, or for rotat ing, scal-
ing, and moving objects in the editor program. To determine
which area has been selected, the program sends the tablet an
OD (Output Digit ized point) command and then reads in the
digit ized X,Y coordinate trom registers in the graphics tablet.
Because the 9'1 11A has registers for storing the X and Y values ot

the digit ized point, the user does not have to worry about movtng
the stylus too qulckly and losing the X and Y values before the

program can get to i t .  Thus, the program always knows the exact
point that the user has digit ized.

The f irmware in the tablet al lows for two modes ot digit izing. The
frrst is the single-point mode. In this mode, each t ime the stylus is
pressed, a coordinate point is stored in the registers on the tablet.
The software for the 98458/91 1 1A uses this mode lor menu pick-
ing, placing elements, and drawing straight l ines.

The second mode of digit izing is the continuous sample mode.
This mode can be set to take points when the stylus has been
pushed down and released, stop when the stylus is pressed down
again (switch normal) or take points only when the stylus is pressed

down (switch fol low), The data rate for this continuous mode
can be specif ied (one to sixty updates per second) by the pro-
grammer simply sending the graphics tablet a CR (Cursor Rate)
command. The drawing program uses the continuous switch
fol low mode. This mode lets the user draw curved l ines and trace
pictures placed on the platen.

The graphics tablet 's f i rmware is set up so that the program can
tel l  what the user is doing without using interrupts. The cuRson
statement is one way to do this. The cuFsoR statement returns the
X,Y coordinate of the stylus location, the pen parameter, the
number of the softkey if one has been selected, the status word
and the error number. The 98458/91 11A software uses this
method within the subprograms. For example, when in the sub-
program for drawing single-point l ines, the program uses thls
information to determine i f  the user has digit ized a point on the
active area of the platen. l f  the user has, the program checks to
see i f  the digit ized point l ies within the placement area of the
menu. l f  i t  does, the program reads in the point and draws to i t .  l f  i t
does not fal lwithin the placement area, the program returns to the
marn program where the unread digit ized point can cause an
interrupt and branch to the subprogram that the user has
selected. This versati l i ty gives programmers a way to vary the
method of retrieving information from the tablet,

The graphic tablet 's implementation of HP-GL al lows the pro-
grammer to use scal ing commands as implemented in the 9845
graphics ROMs. The software takes advantage of this to do a
one-to-one mapping of the placement area on the tablet to the
CRT screen of the 98458. First the program uses the LltvllT com-
mand to specify in metric units those areas of the CRT and the
tablet that wi l l  be used for cursor tracking. Then the program

executes a sHow statement to scale the tablet and CRT to the
same number of units in the X and Y direct ion, This makes the
program simpler to code because i t  does not have to be con-
cerned with transforming every point received from the graphics
tablet.

The 911.1A Graphics Tablet has a programmable beeper, The
programmer can specify the f requency, duration, and ampli tude
of the beep. lt has a range of four octaves, can last from one
mil l isecond to 33 seconds, and can have six dif ferent degrees of
loudness. The software for the 91 1 1A/98458 takes advantage of
this function to give feedback to the user by specifying f ive dif fer-
ent seouences of beeps to indicate dif ferent condit ions. There is a
pick tone for indicating that a menu i tem was picked, an error tone
indicating that the user has digit ized an undefined area or didn't
answer a question correctly, a data tone indicating that a point
was placed, a question tone indicating that the user needs to
answer a question, and a f inished tone indicating that a part icular

ooeration has been completed.
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The firmware has some other features that make higher-level
programming easier. The f irst is the Ot (Output ldenti ty) com-
mand. This command is used to determine which peripheral
device is on the bus. This lets a programmer use the same piece
of software for the 9111A and the HP 98744 Digit izer. When the
program starts executtng, it checks to see which input device is
connected and then the program can set the correct scaling
parameters for that particular size platen. Another useful com-
mand is the OE (Output Error) command. The tablet is set up so
that if a program statement sends the tablet an unrecognized
command or illegal parameter, it will not cause the program to
quit. Instead the ERROR LED on the tablet is lit to indicate an error
and the error number is stored in a register in the tablet. After the
tablet has received the error, the programmer can read in the error
number using the OE command.

Debra S. Bartlett
Debbie Bart lett  has a BS degree in
mathematics awarded by Purdue Unr-
versity in 1977 and is currently studying
for a master 's degree in computer sci-
ence at Colorado State University. She
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ous work experience involved stat ist ical
analysis. Debbie is married (her hus-
band works at HP's Loveland Instru-
ment Division) and l ives in Loveland,
Colorado. She is a native Hoosier from
Indianapolis, Indiana and l ikes water
ski ing and hiking.

Platen Drive Electronics

Glass Epoxy Spacer Board

Fig. 5. Cross-section of ptaten printed circuit board assem_
bly. The ceramic work surface provides a durable laver that
reslsts scratcfling and is dimensionally stable.

user must digitize the dot at the lower right corner of the
platen artwork. If the shift control, shiftregisters, stylus and
filter circuihy are all operating properly, another pass-beep
tone will be generated. Failure of the test is indicated by the
enor tone and the lit ERROR LED.

Any error from the elechonics or user interactive self-
tests, improper or unrecognized commands, or system fail-
ure can be analyzed by sending an OE (Output Error) com-
mand to the 9111,{. A read or enter statement will rehieve
the value representing the error.

The microprocessor-based system is designed to help a
trained service technician troubleshoot the digital elec-
tronics using the 50044 Signature Analyzer. Signature
analysis routines for the system clocks, microprocessor ad-
dressing, ROM and phase counter can be activated by
proper placement of removable jumpers on the printed
circuit board. Additionally, test points are available for
signature analysis, microprocessol, clock frequencies, filter
and phase counter signals, as well as for voltage and
ground.

Mechanical Design
The 9111,{ platen assembly consists of an X-y coordinate

grid sandwiched between a work surface above and an
insulating layer below (Fig. 5). These are Iaminated using a
sheet form of polyvinylbutyral resin. The grid is built on a
standard two-layer glass-epoxy printed circuit board with
56 X-traces on the top side of the board and 46 y-traces
on the bottom. By extending the edges of the printed circuit
board, platen drive electronic components are loaded next
to their respective traces, eliminating the need for extensive
cabling.

Of the many materials considered for the work surface,
the glass ceramic chosen stands out with its exceptional
durability, high dielectric constant and homogeneity. The
axis lines and sixteen menu boxes are permanently fired
into the platen surface. Thermal stability over a wide tem-
perature range enables straightforward lamination and
wave soldering. Lamination ensures a homogeneous
dielechic constant by excluding air pockets. Furthermore,
it provides a safety-glass conshuction between the ceramic
and the printed circuit board.

Simplicity of construction dominates the internal prod-
uct design. A sheet-metal chassis holds the control printed
circuit board and power supply. A second piece of sheet
metal mounted on the chassis both supports the platen and
shields its grid from the electronics below. The flex cable
connecting the two printed circuit boards is positioned
such that the instrument can be fully operational during
service (Fig.6).

A survey conducted at the beginning ofthe design indi-
cated that users prefer the comfort of a sloping surface to
that of a flat pad. This simultaneously allows a low front
edge and enough space to fit all the electronics in the rear.
The resulting wedge shape is more convenient, comfortable

Control

Fig. 6. Ihe g1 11A hardware de-
sign allows service personnel to
easily open the unit for servicing
and still maintain normal oper-
ating functions. (a) Normal operat
ing configuration. (b) Open for
servtctng.
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TableUDisplaY Combination
Supports Interactive GraPhics

by David A. Kinsell

Interactive graphics systems have specral l /O requirements

that place a heavy burden on the computer'  To move a cursor on

the CRT requires a number of very short messages between the

tablet and the display device. Even i f  the computer can devote f ul l

t ime to this cursor tracking, an unacceptably low update rate can

result due to the system overhead required to set up each data

transfer. To solve these problems, the 91 11T was created'

The 91  1 '1T has  a l l  the  capab i l i t ies  o f  a  s tandard  91  11A,  p lus

f irmware enhancements that al low direct HP-lB communtcation to

a 13504 Graphics Translator. The result is high-performance

cursor movement and rubber-banding (stretching of l ines) done

by the peripherals that is total ly independent of computer speed

In essence, the peripherals act in harmony as i f  they were a srngle

graphics terminal. They also can be used independently with no
physical reconfiguration of the bus

This type of direct communication on the HP-lB, from one non-

control ler device to another, has always been provided for in the

bus definit ion. l t  is rarely used because few combinations of

peripherals have anything useful to say to each other Data for-

mats rnay dif fer and some form of mnemonic commands is usually

required to control each device, For instance, let 's look at the

feasibi l i ty of having a digit izer device (9874A) plot digit ized points

direct ly to a plotter device (98724)
After the user has digit ized a point the digit izer must recerve tne

oD (Output Digit ized point) command to enable output of the

digit ized data. The command PA (Plot Absolute) must preface X'Y

coordinates for the plotter to function properly. l{  a digit izer and

plotter were hooked together on a bus and addressed as talker

and l istener, nothing would happen because the proper com-

mands would not be received by the peripherals Also' no scal lng

could be done to compensate for the dif ferent sizes of the de-

vices. These detai ls are normally taken care of by the computer,

which is an acceptable approach lor the low data rates of manual

d ig i t i z ing .
In contrast, the 91 1 1T has the capabil i ty of issuing commands

to the 13505 Display System in the language used by the 13504

Graphics Translator (Fig 1). After being set up by the computer

with a single command, the 91 11T repeatedly streams out com-

mands and data direct ly to the 13504 that perform cursor move-

ment and rubber-banding functions The scal ing is changed to

map most of the 911.1T active area onto the display (Fig' 2) The

stroke refresh used by the 13504 is ideal for rubber-banding and

moving objects. Only a few vector locations need to be changed

by the tablet, in contrast to the large number of pixels that must be

altered in a raster retresh system.
The 91 11T provides these addit ional functions, l isted with the

corresponding number of updates/second:
r Moving alpha or cursor symbols (60)

r  S ing le - l ine  rubber -band ing  -  normal ,
forced horizontal,  and forced vert ical (60)

r Double-l ine rubber-banding (60)

r Rectangle rubber-banding (60)
r Variable-size cursor (single-dot to ful l-screen) (40)

The added capabil i t ies are aimed primari ly at lC and printed

F ig .  1 .  The combina t ion  o f  a
91 11T Graphics Tablet, a 73505
Display System and a controllel
such as the 9825 provides Power-
ful interactive graphics in an inex-
pensive workstatron.
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Flg. 2. The platen area on the 91 11T Graphics Tablet is di-
rectly mapped onto the CRT of the 13505 Display System as
shown.

circuit  layout appl icat ions, but other appl icat ions involving menu
picking, symbol picking, picture creation, or the use of valuators
wil l  also benefi t .

To access one of these features, the fol lowing things need to be
done:
1, The computer Dlots data in a few of the vector locations of the

1 350A,
2. The computer sends the EE (Enable Echo) command with

proper options and parameters to the 91 11T to put i t  in the
13504 mode.

3. The computer configures the bus with the 91 1 1T as talker, and
the 13504 as l istener,

4. The computer arms i tself  to respond to SRO (the interrupt l ine on
the bus).

Atter this setup is accomplished, the computer is uninvolved
with the data transfer on the bus. l t  is free to handle other tasks
(including servicing other 91 1 1T/1 350As on other bus systems).

The user moves the cursor or rubber-bands a l ine unti l  i t  is in the
proper posit ion, then presses the pen to pick a part icular point.
When this happens, several things occur. The tablet stores the
coordinates of that point, f inishes any communication that might
be an progress with the display, and then asserts the SRO l ine on
the HP-lB to request computer service,

The computer responds to the interrupt and interrogates the
tablet for the digit ized point. The value returned is scaleo In rerms
of the display screen coordinates instead of the normal coordi-
nate system of the 9 1 1 1 T. Thus, to convert from a user coordinate
system to the peripheral coordinate system j a programmer need
not worry about maintaining dif ferent scale factors for the tablet
and the display. Typical ly, the user redraws a rubber-banded
object in the 1350A's memory using the coordinates of the dig-
i t ized point. Snapping points to a nearby grid intersection is easi ly
done during this operation.

Instead of picking a point, the user could pick a menu box to
control the program. The menu jtem selected is read by the
computer in the normal manner.

The high resolut ion of the 1350A (1023x1023), along with the
fast update rate and stable output from the tablet, combine to
provide tracking with excel lent aesthetics. The independence
from computer l /O performance makes interactive graphics feas-
ible for smaller computers (such as the HP-85) and opens the way
to multi-workstation operation on large computer systems.

David A. Kansell
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and compact than a tablet that requires separate boxes for
electronics and/or power supply.

Internal layout promoting natural convection paths,
combined with low power dissipation, permits an instru-
ment with no fan, hence a quiet machine. Air enters along
the bottom of both sides and exits at slots in the rear.

While the tablet functions primarily to move a CRT-
display cursor for some users, others have applications for
which they need to place a menu directly on the work
surface. To please both groups, it is necessary to provide an
unobtrusive means to hold down paper. In the edge of the
case where it meets the platen are four thin slots that ac-
commodate tabs on a clear mylar overlay. With this design
the user can protect a menu while holding it in place. When
menus are not in use, the tablet is free from protruding or
unsightly mechanisms.

Ease of assembly affects the people who build an instru-
ment, those who service it, and the cost to the user who buys

it. The case top was designed to be independent from in-
strument operation; no components are mounted in it.
When assembled, two long conical bosses in the case top
reach through holes in the platen assembly to align the
platen in the case top window. The LEDs are mounted
directly on the platen assembly as well. Therefore, both
platen and LEDs are positioned with no hardware, no loose
parts and no wiring.

Interface Language
For compatibility with other HP graphics devices, the

tablet  communicates pr imar i ly  in  Hewlet t -Packard
Graphics Language (HP-GL). This language was developed
by several HP divisions for use with mechanical plotters
and manual digitizers. It uses ASCII-encoded two-letter
mnemonics and free-field integer representation of data.
This is a very common type of data formatting used on the
HP-IB. It can be handled by just about any general-purpose
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I/O driver used with the bus. Its main disadvantage is the
time required to do the numerical conversion from this
format to the internal format of the mainframe. Conversions
from the tablet's internal format to the integer representa-
tion are handled by the fast lookup algorithms in the tablet'

To help relieve the host computer of the conversion bur-
den, binary formatted data of the X,Y position is also avail-
able from the tablet in a straightforward format supported
by several HP computers. These include the 9835, the 9845,
the HP-85, and the FIP 1000. The I/O drivers can input two
bytes of data and place them directly into a 16-bit integer
variable. This format is also convenient to use when assem-
bly language drivers are written to support the tablet.

The tablet can also be put into a Talk Only mode. The
same binary formatted data is available in this case. AI-
though commands cannot be sent to the tablet, it is easy to
design a custom interface to read the data.

The HP-GL language gives coordinate values in an abso-
lute peripheral coordinate system. To simplify program-
ming, high-level support is available on a number of com-
puters to provide scaling into user-defined units and to
support the digitize function. The 9825 with a 98724 plot-
ter ROM provides single-point digitizing support that can
be used for continuous-mode digitizing with some addi-
tional HP-GL programming. The 9835 and 9845 computers
have graphics ROMs that provide BASIC-language support
of the tablet. The HP-85 printer/plotter ROM is essentially
equivalent. A high-level graphics support package will also
be available on the HP 1ooo.

The System 45C (Model 9845C) provides a powerful set of
high-level programming features through its graphics
ROM. The GRAPHICS INPUT IS ... statement allows a full
complement of graphics input devices, including the 9111A
Graphics Tablet, 9874A Digitizer, light pen, and arrow
keys to be handled uniformly in an application program.

Once the tablet has been declared as the input device, the
programmer can set up a software interrupt with a single
command. oN GKEY .... With this command in effect, the
program will branch to a desired location any time a point
or softkey is digitized on the platen. Another command
TRACK...IS oN allows automatic tracking of the cursor on
the CRT. When this command is in effect, the cursor posi-
tion is updated after every executed BASIC line. Finally, the
CURSOR... command, while also implemented on the
9845A/B computers, returns additional tablet information
concerning clipping and softkey values only on the 9845C.
The additional capabilities of the 9845C graphics firmware
together with the 9111A graphics tablet make applications
programs shorter and easier to write and debug.
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S P E C I F I C A T I O N S
HP Model 9111A Graphics Tablet

FEATURES:
MENU: Sixteen softkeys.
COMMAND SET: Twentyjive HPGL commands through HP-lB interface (Hewlett-Pack-

ard's implementation of IEEE Standard 488 (1978)).

BEEPER: Programmable in pitch, volume, and duration.
ACTIVE DIGITIZING AREA: 218.5 x 300.8 mm, nol including menu area.
DATA RATE: Programmable from 1 to 60 coordinate pairs/second. Average rate

t0.2 Hz from nominal.
SELF-TEST CAPABILITY
PLATEN: Ceramic surface, artwork (oigin, selt-test dot, any border) accuracy measured

versus documented is 12.8 mm.
GRAPHICS DATA:

FORMAT: ASCII or binary X, Y coordinate data.
RESOLUTION:0 .100 mm.
ACCURACY: tO.6OO mm at 20"C, each measured point. Derate 0 004 mm/'C deviation

from 20'C.
STYLUS MOTION RATE:

On paper: 500 mm/s.
On olaten: 730 mm/s.

REPEATABILITY: tone resolution unit from mode of data.
DOCUMENT MATERIAL; Single sheet, electrically nonconductive, homogeneous' less

than 0.5 mm thick.
POWER REOUIREMENTS;

SOURCE (110'l.): 10O, 12O,22O, ot 24O Vac.
FREQUENCY: 48 to 66 Hz.
CONSUMPTION: 25 w, maximum.

SIZE/WEIGHT:
HWD:85 x 440 x 440 mm.
WEIGHT: 5.8 kg, nel; 10.8 kg, shipping.

OPERATING ENVIRONMENT:
TEMPERATURE: O tO 55.C.
RELATIVE HUMIDITY: 5 to 90% at 4O"C, noncondensing.

PRICE IN U.S.A.:
91  1  1A:  $1950.

88100A (Utility Sottware Package lor 98458 Compule0: $500.
91 1 1T (Option for use with 13505 Display System): $2450.

MANUFACTURING OIVISION: GREELEY DIVISION
3404 E. Harmony Road
Fort Coll ins. Colorado 80525 U.S.A.



Programming for Productivity: Factory
Data Gollection Software
DATACAPll000is a software tool for designing and
managing data collection networks. Running on an HP 1 000
Computer Sysfem, itisflexible, easy fo use, and compatible
with user-w ritten routi nes.

by Steven H. Richard

HAT IS FACTORY DATA COLLECTION? FoT
many people the whole concept of collecting or
capturing data at its source is an unfamiliar one.

Those who have had exposure to real-time factory auto-
mation are familiar with process or machine data acquisi-
tion and control loops (Fig. 1a). In factory data collection
we are dealing with logistical control rather than machine
control (Fig. fb). The term factory data collection encom-
passes acquisit ion methods normally associated with
manual input.

Examples of the kinds of data normally collected in the
factory data collection environment include labor informa-
tion (time and attendance), work-in-process tracking, in-
ventory control, component/product testing, and so on. At
the present time, most manufacturing companies keep track
of this sort of information through paperwork systems or
combinations of paperwork and batch computer systems.

(a) Machine Data Acquisition and Control

(b) Logistical Data Acquisition and Control

Fig. 1. DATACAP|1)01 is a software package for HP1000
Computer systems. lt collects factory data such as time and
attendance,work in process, inventory, and feststatlslics, and
presenfs it to management. /t ls a system for logistical data
acquisition and control (b) rather than the more f amiliar f orm of
factoN automation shown in (a).

The result is that plant control information (inventory
levels, order status, and so on) is at least several hours and
often days old before management has the information
in hand and can act on it. Without a comprehensive, real-
time data capture system, the factory information system
(management reports, graphs, bar charts) can be neither
timely nor complete.

A Factory Data Collection System
A computer based system is particularly well suited to

the relatively simple task of collecting data from the factory
floor. The most powerful capability of the computer in
helping to solve the data capture problem is that it can
instantly catch errors made in submitting the data. There
are frequently transposition, transcription, and other errors,
which can be easily caught and corrected as they occur,
using simple range checks, mask checks, or table lookups.
This ability to validate data before it is accepted for further
processing makes subsequent management reports more
timely and accurate because the time-consuming and often
impossible task of tracking down and correcting errors is
substantially reduced.

Hewlett-Packard is one of several manufacturers of com-
puter systems aimed at solving the factory data collection
problem. The HP 1000 Computer System for factory data
collection includes the following major components:

Hardware

HP 1000 E-Series Computer
HP 7S06120125 Disc Drive
HP Factory Data Link Terminal Connection
HP Data Capture Terminals (Fig. 2) with optional

-Displays (LED or CRT)
-Keyboards (Numeric or Alphanumeric)
-Card Readers (Type Itr, V, Magnetic)
-Bar-Code Reader
-Electrical I/O (RS-232C or IEEE-4BB)

Software
RTE-ryB Operating System
Standard Languages and Utilities
IMAGE/1000 Data Base Management System
DS/1000 Distributed Systems Software
DATACAP/I000 Factorv Data Collection Software
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Fig.2.Data collected by DATACAP11000 is entered manually
by f actory personnel usrng a variety of HP data capture termt-
nals like these.
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DATACAP/IOOO
The key  so f tware  e lement  in  th is  app l i ca t ion  is

DATACAP/1000, a new software application tool that is
used to customize the general-purpose HP 1000 System to
the factory data collection needs of a manufacturing facil-
ity. An important feature of DATACAP/1000 is that it is not
an application program that makes the HP 1000 System a
turnkey data collection system. Instead, it is a program that
helps the user develop an application program suited to a
particular factory's needs. In other words, it is a progrom

thot generotes o progrom.
Basical ly, DATACAP/1000 generates a general ized pro-

gram that operates under the control of a parameter table.
This program, the transaction monitor program (TMP), uses
parameters supplied by the table (the transaction specifica-
tion) to control an easy-to-understand dialogue at the HP
data capture terminal. Additional parameters are used to
direct interaction with an IMAGE/I000 data base, data stor-
age devices, various optional input and output devices
available with HP data capture terminals, and any cus-
tomized source-coded subroutines that the user might wish
to use to extend the basic table-driven capabilities. A block
diagram of the major components of DATACAP/1000 is

shown in Fig. 3.
The major advantage of the table-driven approach is that

the development of a particular application (transaction

specification) involves only the construction of a new table,
rather than writing, keying in, editing and compiling a

source program and loading the resultant object code. The
transaction generator program (TGP), a friendly interactive
program, prompts the user through the process of table
building. Included in TGP are sophisticated edits that pre-
vent the user from building a table with any logical incon-

sistencies that might cause problems during the execution
of the application. A typical screen from the transaction
generator program is shown in Fig. 4.

Similarly, the transaction monitor program generator
(TMPGN), is used to develop the tables needed for the TMP
to manage the aspects of the application that are less
dynamic, that is, the data capture terminals, user-provided

extensions (subroutines), and IMAGE/1000 data bases. a

typical screen from the TMPGN is shown in Fig. 5.
Finally, a very simple monitor program [DCMON), is

used to provide access to the generation and operation of
DATACAP/1000 through the programmable function keys
of the HP 2645A System Console. This relieves the system
designer and operator of ever having to remember program

names or run string commands. Fig. 6 shows a typical
DCMON screen.

The Transaction Generator Program (TGP)
TGP consists of one main program and 15 segments. The

main program is very short and is used only to initialize

some variables and to call the first segment. Thereafter, the

segments perform all functions and control is never re-

turned to the main program. All communication between
segments is accomplished through variables declared in
common.

A basic overview ofthe path ofTGP operation can be seen
in the flowchart of Fig. z. In addition to the formal reference
manual for DATACAP, a brief tutorial is built into the trans-



HP data capture terminals on the production floor (up to 56)
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System Console
(CRT Terminal)

action generator program (a sample screen in shown in Fig.
B), and each field of each screen is provided with further
clarification if the HELP key is pressed.

As each screen is processed, the answers are reviewed for
consistency with al l  previously provided answers to ensure
that no illogical constructs are placed in the parameter
table. Finally, after all questions have been answered, the
answers are converted into the executable parameter table
and written to a transaction library, a device file, or a disc
file for later use by the transaction monitor program. The
final operation performed by TGP is to provide the system

HP 1000 Compuler System with RTE-IVB Operating System

Datacapi 1 000

Display Terminals

Fig.3, Major components of DATACAP11000. The transaction generator program (TGP) and
transaction monitor program generator (TMPGN) interactively lead the user through the process
of building transactton spectfications and the transaction monitor progran (TMP). The TMP then
manages the collection of factory data and creales data files or enters the data into the

lMAGE11000 data base, if present.
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designer with a listing of the transaction generated, in-
cluding a model of the data capture terminal prompting-
l ight label.

Fig. I shows the executable parameter table structure.
Each executable transaction consists of a transaction header
followed by up to twenty states consisting of three compo-
nents each. Each component is a variable-length record
with a fixed minimum length. The minimum-length com-
ponent contains information about optional extra members
of the component. The three components and their contents

, . . . I
. . . . r
. . . r
. . . I

Fig. 5. Typical transaction monitor program generator
(TMPGN)screen.
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Fig, 4, Typical transaction generator program (TGP) screen
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Flg.6. Typical data capture monitot (DCMON) screen

are:

State General Information
r Forward pointer to the next state
r Answer data type
r Data capture terminal configuration information

o Prompting light
o Alternate input device configuration
a Display and printer use

End TGP

Flg. 7, Easlc transaction generator program flow
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Flg.S.Tutorial screens like this one are built into the transac-
tion generator program to provide the uset with information
about the system. A HELP key provides further clarification.

Display Information
r User-written subroutine name, if any
r Display item and set name, if any
r Data capture terminal configuration information

o Prompting light
n Display and printer use

Edit Specification
r Range or mask depending on data type
r Default value
r User-written subroutine name, if any
r Automatically generated IMAGE edits, if any

In addition to the states consisting of these three compo-
nents, there are three other states. The special function key
state provides information about the data capture terminal
special function keys. The storage state includes the disc
file storage name, the device file storage name, the name of
the user-written subroutine name, if any, and a list of
IMAGE/1000 operations to be carried out, if any. The off-
line printout state includes information that allows a sum-
mary of the transaction to be printed on the data capture
terminal printer upon completion of the transaction.

Following this executable form of the transaction are all
of the original answer buffers. This allows later modifica-
tion of the transaction by TGP without uncompiling the
executable form.

The Transaction Monitor Program Generator (TMPGN)
The TMPGN provides the definition of data capture ter-

minal logical unit numbers, user provided subroutine re-
locatable names, and IMAGE/1000 data base names. Like
TGP, TMPGN prompts the user through a set of interactive
displays on the HP 2645A System Console. Again like TGP,
the answers are maintained in a file for later modification of
the TMP and a convenient listing is available to the system
designer to review the application. Once all the answers
have been provided, TMPGN generates the appropriate re-
locatable members of the DATACAP/1000 package and
calls the RTE-IVB loader to relocate them into the structure
shown in Fig. 10.

Taking advantage of the environment provided by a spe-
cially developed terminal management tool (see box,

t s f f i _ _ l i - - - - ]
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Begin TGP



Transaction
Specitication

Library

page 30), each function of DATACAP/1000 can be handled
by a separate subroutine:

ZTMP This module contains the main logic of the TMP.
When the operator of a data capture terminal re-
quests a specific transaction, ZTMP calls the trans-
action specification manager (TSMG) subroutine to
return the first state of the transaction specifica-
tion. ZTMP then uses information from the first
state to configure the special function keys,
prompting lights, input devices, and so on. Once
the appropriate input has been received from the
operator (as determined from the edit component
of the state), ZTMP calls TSMG for the next state, and
so on, progressing to the storage state upon com-
pletion of the transaction by the operator.

TSMG This module maintains the working set of transac-
tion specifications while the TMP is running.
TSMG uses its end-of-partition space as a buffer to
hold several transactions, each of which can be
called by any of the terminals on-line to the TMP
(given that the operator knows the transaction
identification number and security codeJ. This buf-

Fig. 9. Each transaction specifica-
tion in the TS library conslsts of a
transaction header followed by up
to 20 states consistng of three
components each.

fer space is set at a minimum of ZSO0 words. Since
the typical length of the executable form of the
transaction is 250 words. about 30 hansactions can
be managed by TSMG simultaneously.

TSE The transaction set editor is used by the system
operator to load and unload transaction specifica-
tions from the working set, It also can be used to
check on the status of the working set (that is,
which transactions are active), the transaction li-
brary from which they were loaded, and so on.

IOMTX The two modules IOMzs and IOMTo are functional
drivers used by ZTMP Io interface to the RTE sys-
tem's terminal drivers D\R.oz and DVA47, respec-
tively. These functional drivers relieve ZTMP of the
need to concern itself with the construction of es-
cape sequences and the specifics of the two differ-
ent drivers' calling sequences.

STORX The two modules STORA and STORS are used to
handle the two distinct types of data storage
available to the DATACAP/1000 system designer.
STORA handles the passing of data and offset in-
formation to the DATACAP/1000 data base hand-

Fig. 10. Once i t  has al l  of the
answers it needs, the transaction
monitor program generator gen-
erates the relocatable members of
DATACAPl1000 and ca l l s  the
RTE-IVB loader to relocate them
into the memoty structure shown
here.
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A Terminal Management Tool

by Francois Gaullier

A user faced with the problem of running the same application
concurrently on a number of terminals in the RTE-lVB environment
may use the fol lowing techniques:
1. Write the program for one terminal, dupl icate i t  for N terminals

and run these programs concurrently. The amount of main
memory avai lable l imits the number of terminals that can be
supported with an acceptable response t ime, since swapping
to the disc may be necessary.

2. Write the program for N terminals, In this case, the user must
keep track of the program f low for each terminal, must access
most variables through arrays, and cannot easi ly segment the
program or spread processing among several programs.
Enough memory must be provided for the maximum number of
terminals even i f  only a few are actual ly being used. The
development and maintenance of this type of program wil l  be
more complicated because of the bookkeeping required to
keep track of each user's data.

The ideal solut ion to the problem of developing and maintaining
large, mult i-user appl icat ions is to write a single set of reentrant
programs to handle al l  users. In a reentrant environment, appl ica-
t ions program development and maintenance are reduced to the
single-user case. Program swapping is minimized because only
the users'data needs to be swapped. ( lnstruct ion spaces do not
need to be swapped out, just overlaid.)

Since no faci l i t ies for large-scale reentrancy existed in RTE-lVB,
a primary objective of the DATACAP/1000 project was to develop
aterminal management tool to provide a reentrant environment for
RTE, lt was hoped that this tool would both ease the task of
developing amult i terminal appl icat ion l ike DATACAPand provide
on-going benefi ts by reducing the amount of main memory re-
quired to support the application. DATACAP/1000 was de-
veloped using the features provided by this terminal management
tool. The tool is also supplied as part of the DATACAP software, so
that the f inal appl icat ion running on a customer's system takes
advantage of and depends upon the environment provided by the
terminal management tool.  Features of this environment are:
1. Code and data separation in FORTRAN with the capabil i ty of

dynamical ly specifying which blocks of data are to be saved
and restored when the program is reentered.

2, An easy means of spreading the processing among several
program units in dif ferent part i t ions, that is, an easy means to
do subroutine cal ls across part i t ion boundaries. This el imi-
nates the need for segmentation, and i f  suff icient main memory
is avai lable, lets the entire appl icat ion reside in memory.

3. Recursive capabil i t ies lor special ized needs.

Programming Conventions
To use the features of the terminal management tool,  the pro-

grammer must observe the fol lowing conventions:
1. l /O requests to the interactive terminals must be done through

a special set of subroutines, TMLIB.
2. Code and data must be separated by declaring the latter to

exist in the area of main memory designated as common.
3. l /O requests that wait for completion should be avoided

whenever oossible.
4. Calls to subroutines and processes that issue service requests

must be done through TMLIB.
5. Al l  programs in an application must be coded as subroutines.

The type of reentrancy provided by the tool can be termed

"breakpoint reentrancy," because the programs that run in t ts
environment can be reentered only when they issue a service
request through TMLIB. Breakpoint reentrancy is quite suitable for
large, mult i terminal, interactive appl ications, because most of the
execution t ime is spent issuing and wait ing for l /O operations,
which are performed by the tool 's service requests,

Data Segments
The most important requirement for reentrant programming is

the separation of code and data. The most convenient faci l i ty for
accomplishing this in the RTE-IVB languages (FORTRAN, As-
sembly) is the common memory area. An added benefi t  of having
data exist in common memory is that subroutines are provided
with a very eff icient means of communicating. Unlike accessing
arrays, accessing variables in common is without any overhead.
These two reasons are why common memory was chosen as the
vehicle for separating code and data in the terminal management
tool.

The primary restr ict ion, then, for use of the terminal manage-
ment tool is that a tool subroutine must assign al l  of i ts reentrant
variables to common memory. Not al lvariables must be assigned
to common memory, just those whose values are to remain intact
after service requests, because i t  is only at these points that the
subroutine can be reentered.

Since i t  is not necessary to preserve the integri ty of al l  reentrant
variables at al l  t imes (there is some overhead associated with
this), the data segment is divided into six common blocks, which
may be enabled or disabled according to the user's needs. When
a common block is enabled, the data that i t  contains wil l  be saved
when a tool service request is issued and restored after the
request completes. l f  a block is disabled, the integri ty of i ts data is
not preserved across the service request, By grouping the reen-
trant variables into common blocks and selectively enabling
them, the user can reduce the overhead required by a program
and the amount of main memory used at any given t ime. Only the
data needed for the port ion of code that is currently executing wil l
oe saveo.

The I ibrary of subroutines, TMLIB, was designed to provide an
easy interface between the user appl icat ion program and the
terminal management tool.  TMLIB includes the fol lowing services:
r TMDFN To manage memory al location
r TMCBL To manage memory al location
r TMCBE To manage access of data blocks
r TMCBD To manage access of data blocks
r TMSUB To cal l  a tool subroutine
r TMPRo To launch a son process from an executtng one
r TMLUL To lock a logical unit
r TMIO To perform
r TMRD
I TMWR
r TMCTL l/O
r TMBWR
I TMBCT
r TMWRD operatrons
t f MPZ To suspend execution of a process for a given period

of t ime
r TMSCH To schedule a non{ool program
r TMCST To olace a orocess in critical/normal state
r TMSTP To stop the application in an orderly way
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r TMSAB To abort the application

IMAGE/I000 Access
To access an IMAGE/1000 data base with the ful l  caoabil t ies

(GET, ADD, DELETE, UPDATE) the programmer must open i t  in mode
3 (exclusively) or in mode 1 (shared readiwrite) and lock i t ,  which
prevents other programs from concurrently accessing (writ ing to)
the data base. Under these condit ions one way to have mult ipro-
gram access to a data base is to central ize al l  requests to IMAGE
in a single program. lMAGEil000 access through the tool uses
this concept.

Given the above feature, the programmer is faced with the
diff icult ies of managing al l  the dif ferent operations that may be
performed simultaneously on the data base by all the programs
(update of the same entry by more than one program at the same
time, delet ion of a chain entry while another program is going
through the chain, etc.).  One way to solve these problems is to
implement a locking mechanism. The most sophist icated locking
mechanism is to lock at the entry level in the IMAGE data base.
The terminal management tool offers this capabil i ty to the user.

The tool also automatical ly performs the DBTNF cal ls to save and
restore the run table when necessary for each process, thereby
savang the user the worry of keeping track of the run table when
repeatedly accessing the data base (chain or senal read).

Al l  cal l ing sequences to the DATACAPi 1000 IMAGE handler
implemented using the terminal management tool are compatible
with the IIVAGE/1000 cal l ing sequences with the addit ion of a
single-word parameter to the cal ls analogous to DBFND and
DBGET, which al lows specif icat ion of the record locking action to
be taken, These cal ls are accessible by the user through a l ibrary
of routines, %XML|M, whose members are the same as ful l
IMAGE/1000 DBMS cal ls (DByyy(parameters)) but whose entry
points are XBYYY(parametersl. To keep the demand of the terminal
management tool IMAGE/1000 handler on svstem resources to a

reasonable level, the lollowing l imitations are imposed on the
user:
'1 . Calls for locking and unlocking the data base (DBLCK and

DBUNL) are not provided.
Posit ions in a data set (current record, chain, etc.) are not
remembered when a dif ferent data set is accessed. l t  is
necessary for the user to save the run table for a data set
before accessing a second data set, then restore the run table
for the f irst data set to access i t  start ing at i ts current posit ion.
The maximum entry length al lowed is 512 words instead of
2048 words.
The maximum number of data bases that can be ooened
simultaneously is eight (combined total in DATACAP/1000).
All data bases that are to be accessed must be defined in
TMPGN.
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Ier, while STORB is responsible for generalized data
storage to disc f i les, device f i les (magnetic tape), or
user storage subroutines.

IMAGE/1000 Handler This module provides a front end
to the standard IMAGE/1000 DBMS, specif ical ly
establishing a record locking mechanism and a link
to the DATACAP/1000 transaction logging mod-
ule.

DCLOG provides a means for writing standard, recoverable
records and prevents the terminal user from pro-
ceeding with a second transaction until the first is
safely logged to a disc or device file. DCLOG is
complemented by the recovery utility DCRCV that
can be used to recover an IMAGE/1000 data base
that has been corruoted.
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S P E C I F I C A T I O N S
HP Model 92080A DATACAP/1000 Data Capture Software

MAXIMUII NUMBER OF TERMINALS: An HP 1000 Computer or System can support up to

56 HP data capture terminals. The number ot terminals supportable by DATACAP/1000
depends upon the number ot transactions per hour to be processed, i.e., response time
required, on transaction complexity, such as IMAGE/1000 data base activity, user sub-
routines, etc., and on system main memory size.

COMMUNICATION wlTH IMAGE/1000 DATA BASE: Transaction Monilor Program
(TMP) can retrieve data from, and record data in up to four IMAGE/1000 dala bases. No

transaction specification can access more than one IMAGE/1000 data base. Any user
program has read/write access to a data base that is under DATACAP conlrol.

COMPATIBILrrY W|TH SESSION iIONITOR: DATACAP/1000 does not use or require
the Session Monitor in RTE-IVB and in certain respects may not b€ compatible with the
Session Monitor. Where multi-user access to the RTE-lVB system is required concurrently
with DATACAP/ 1000 operalion, the MultiTerminal Monitor is recommended instead of
the Session Monitor. The DATACAP Conliguration Guide (92080-90003) documents the
particulars regarding OATACAP/1000 compatibility with Session Monitor.

OATA CAPTURE SYSTEM REOUIREMENTS: HP 92O8OA OATACAP/IOOO iS SUPPOTIEd
only on ths 92068A RTE-IVB operating system, and thorefore has the same minimum
system rgquirements as the 92068A, plus additional requirements listed below.

DATA BASE SOFTWARE: lf @mmunication with an IMAGE/1000 data base is desired,
920694 IMAGE/1000 is required.

DATA CAPTURE TERIIIINALS: Al least on€ (and up to 56) of any ol the HP 3075A, 30764,
or 3077A l€rminals.

MAGNETIC TAPE: A magnetic tape unit is strongly rsommended if IMAGE/'1000 is used.
SYSTEM CONSOLE: HP 2645A, 2647A, 2648A,26498, 2649C, or 2649G system con-

ele on which DATACAP/1000 is readied for use must connect to the system via the
12966A-OO1 interlace and must have the following optioris and accessories.

OPTION 007: Mini cartridge l/O (nol required on2647N49G).
OPTION 032: Subsiilutes Extended Async Comm. Card for standard comm. card.
132314 Display enhancements with l ine drawing character set.

FAST FORTRAN PROCESSOR FIRiIWARE: 129778 ot 1 3306A, depending on compuler
model.

RTE-IVB SYSTEM MEMOFY FEOUIREMENTS: The RTE-lVB system configured to sup-
port DATACAP/1000 has the following memory requirem€nts.
SYSTEM CODE AND TABLES: 56K bvtes.

SYSTEM AVAILABLE MEMORY: 12K bytes.
SYSTEM COMMON FOB DATACAP USE:4K byles.

DATACAPnooo MEMORY PARTITION REaUIREMENTS: The lollowing partiiions are
required lor DATACAP/1000:
DATACAP/1000 APPLICATION CODE| 122K bytes.
BUFFERING FOB DATA CAPTURE TERMINALS: 54K-40K bytes (see Table 1), using

RTE-lVB mother partition.

TABLE 1. Memory buftering requirements by number ot
Data Capture Terminals

No, ol Bufier No. ot Bulter No. ol Buffur
Torminals Sizs Tarminals Size Terminals Size

1- 5 54Kb
6-10 89Kb

1 1-15 124Kb
16-20 159Kb

OPTIONAL MEMORY PAFTITIONS: The following partitions are required tor optional
DATACAP/1 000 capabililies.
EACH IMAGE/1000 DATA BASE ACCESSED: 56K bytes.
FOR INTERFACING WITH USER SUBROUTINES: 10K bytes, variable, for the user

subroutines.
TRANSACTION GENERATOR PROGRAM:40K bytes, lo avoid swapping if creatingtrans-

actions concurrently wilh real-time data capture operations.
OS/1000 NETWORK COMMUNICATIONS:6-25K bytes, depending upon remote access

capabilities supported.
PRICES IN U.S.A.:

920804 DATACAP/1000 Oata Capture Sotlware Package, $5000.
92080R Right to Copy DATACAP/1000 for use on an additional mmputer system,

$2000.
MANUFACTURING DIVISION: OATA SYSTEN,IS DIVISION

1 1000 Wolfe Road
Cupertino, Calitornia 95014 U.S.A.

21-25 194Kb 41-45 334Kb
26-30 229Kb 46-50 369Kb
31-35 264Kb 51-56 404Kb
36-,10 299Kb
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